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FROM FRANKLIN.

A HINT

a

BY JOHN" BURROUGHS,
In

his

sect of the

Dunkers of

to print their confession

31, 1887.

Moloch

upon the

autobiography, Franklin speaks of a certain
his time,

who had

of faith,

lest as the}'

wisely refused

progressed

in

or a Baal, Christ

altar to conciliate

and

capricious

knowledge, they he too much hound by it and
"When we
it proye
a bar and a hindrance to them.
were first drawn together as a society," said the Dunker,
"it had pleased God to enlighten our minds so far as to
see that some doctrines which were esteemed truths
were errors and that others which we had esteemed
From time to time he has been
errors were real truths.
pleased to afford us further light, and our principles have
Franklin
been improying and our errors diminishing."
adds, that "this modesty in a sect is perhaps a single

destruction

instance in the history of mankind, every other sect sup-

bodies

spiritual

posing

possession of

itself in

all

truth,

and that those

who

differ are so far in the wrong; like a man traveling
foggy weather, those at some distance before him in
the road he saw wrapped up in the fog as well as those
behind him, and also the people in the fields on either
side, but near him all appears clear, though, in truth, he
is as much in the fog as any of them."
These Dunkers
were indeed wise in their day and generation, and
in

Franklin himself

was, perhaps,

as

little

in

engendered by narrowness and dogmatism

as

of his times.

If there

mankind

tory of

it is

one thing certain

is

that sects

and are compelled to pull

the

fog

any man
the his-

in

do outgrow their creeds

down and

build larger or else

an
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the victim sacrificed

is still

is

a

wrath and a feeling of

is

heaven, and the day of judgment

in

cts.

an offended deity, religion

and reversal; there

repriyal

\

ceremony, man is still the spirit of
super-human powers; justice is still

and

a doctrine

still

a Scientific Basis.

assizes adjourned

to

some

still

is

Creeds

future time.

in

our day harden the heart; they shock our religious sensibilities;

make

they

atheists

and

In a city near me, there

neglected corner of which

scoffers.

a large cemetery,

is

in

a

multitude of children's

a

is

graves which have the appearance of being outcasts?
reprobates; and so they are.
These children were not
baptized, therefore they cannot be buried in consecrated

ground; their blameless
huddled

are

This

corner.

The

creed.

is

a

here

neglected

this

in

glimpse of the beauty of the Catholic

[ewish

Papalists used to believe that the

words engraved upon the

.utterance of certain magical
seal of

souls are in heli, and their

little

together

Solomon would transform

a

man

into a brute, or

man. The Catholics ascribe the same
magical power to water in the hands of a priest. When

a brute

into a

the service

its

read and the unconscious infant

is

tized, at that

moment

Rome

nature, and

a

miraculous change

says,

is

is

bap-

wrought

in

with true Christian charity,

lvm be accursed" who believes it not. The mere
knowledge of such things is hurtful. And it requires
rare Christian forbearance to read the Andover creed,
"let

and not

from the grace of brotherly love.

fall

work

Is

it

would have made

not

be terribly pinched for room.

easy to see what short

the evangelical churches

these creed mongers, the friend of publicans and sinners,

by

its

confessions

of

is

Probably every one of
to-day more or less pinched

faith.

No

one

debate of the Congregational ministers

Moines, on the subject of Foreign
Probation,

etc.,

more expansive

without seeing
spirit

how

can
last

read

fall

at

Missions, Future

keenh' the finer and

among them felt the hard limitaThe Andover professors have

tions

of their creed.

tried

to enlarge the creed a little, or rather, they

tried

to

stretch

it

the

Des

so as to

make

it

less

haye

galling to the

modern humanitarian feeling, and for this they are now
arraigned, and by many of their brethren, already condemned. What pagans and heathens most of us still
are in opinion, hardly yet more than half liberated from
the most groveling and materialistic superstitions of the

pre-Christian world.
creed makers, hell

Heaven

is still

is

still

a place

an infernal abode,

with our

God

is

still

Jesus

the rebuker of formalists, the

who

laid

all

the emphasis

comtemner of

popular religion of

cans and harlots go into the

you

life service,

upon the condition of the

heart and the attitude of the spirit,
priest of the

of

who

said to the chief

his time:

Kingdom

of

"The

publi-

Heaven before

?

Our

doctors of divinity talk glibly of the growth of

religious thought, but

growth of

seem

religious thought

of old beliefs.

There

is

to lose sight of the fact that

means more or

no growth

and

in science

to a great extent the

a

less a decay
anything without

leaving of something behind.

a casting off
is

in

discovery of

Growth
new facts

and principles, which render the old theories and concluSee how much we have had to unlearn

sions untenable.

and leave behind us by reason of Darwin's; labors and

—

a
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further advances already lessen the significance of

some
But it may be said that religion has
not to do with outward facts and laws like science, but
with inward spiritual conditions. Then why seek to

dogma

of his principles.

hear so much,

embodv

they

us as

The

only the rattling of dry bones.

formal propositions, as

final truths in

its

were matters

if

of exact demonstration like science?

creeds treat religion as objective fact, something to be

proved

understanding and to be lodged

to the

tem of

like

any of

science.

Regarded

as such,

inquiry:

Is

rest of

belief,

true?

it

Is

our knowledge? Does

gress of science?

Kingdom

of

If

Heaven

a

to the

Does it agree with the
keep pace with the pro-

it

a subjective condition,

it is

sys-

physical

always exposed

it is

final?

it

in

the teachings of

if

the

really within, as Christ taught,

is

is

weak.

The growing

which we
dogma,

disbelief of

a disbelief in the infallibility of

is

not a disbelief in the need of godliness, purity, spirituality,

and noble disinterested

much

more than

or

These things move

lives.

we

ever, but in the creeds

hear

How

had the Puritan
theology been sloughed off by Emerson, and yet what
a pure, stimulating, ennobling, religious spirit

shone in
man, and still shines in his works. The "saving
grace" of heroic thought and aspiration, if they ever
existed.
The same might be said of Carlyle, rejector
that

was

as he

" Religion can-

of the creed of his fathers.

not be incarnated and settled once for
creed and worship.

—a

new

all

forms of

in

growth

in

every

light to every seeing eye.

Past

a continual

It is

living

creed must change as

outward forms of belief and
much as any other philosophy or

metaphvsics change.

A

which man was living, and to help him regulate his life
But the laws of God are before us always,
thereby.
whether promulgated in Sinai thunder or otherwise."

then the expression of

in

it

doubtless always admire

;

noble sentiment mankind will
a heroic act, self sacrifice,

mag-

nanimity, courage, enthusiasm, patriotism will always

awaken

a

quick response; so will religion as devotion,

or piety, or love, or as an aspiration after the highest

good, but
the
to

as

manner

man,

of his dealings with

change and revision

Where

tions.

God and of
must be subject

an intellectual conception of

like all other intellectual concep-

actual verification cannot take place as in

science or mathematics, belief

the forms and colors of

may always be

it

the

must forever

summer

same

clouds.

— God, the

fluctuate like

The

subject of

meanings can

but the relation of these and their

final

never be once and forever

Theology

settled.

only a tentative kind of science.

have anything

Its

is

at best

conclusions cannot

like the certitude of scientific truth be-

cause they

are not capable of verification.

Tulloch

his

in

it

soul, the eternal life,

Movements

theologies did their best

The

century

sermons of such men

a fixed science,

is

with hard and

the

laws under

made

indicated in the writings and

is

as

Maurice, Campbell, Erskine,

Emer-

ley and others in Great Britain, and in those of
son, Parker,

Hedge and Mulford,

in

this

country

—

progress from the bondage of the letter of the law into
the freedom of the

men have

these

When we

spirit.

said

with some confidence

and done,
as

think of what

we may

Goethe did

to a

look forward

time

when

"all

of us by degrees will learn to elevate ourselves out of a
Christianity of catechisms and creeds, into a Christianity
of pure sentiment and noble action."

Principal

JEPTHAH'S DAUGHTER AT HONOLULU.
BY MONCURE

fast

The

proposi-

D.

CONWAY.

Princess Like Like, of the Sandwich Islands,

profound distrust of
professing "to sum up Divine Truth. Useful as

She had received an AmerAmerican, and had before
her a flowery path to the crown worn by her brother
when she
for she was the youngest sister of Kalakaua
was done to death as a sacrifice to Pele. It is the old

aids to faith', they are intolerable as limitations of faith."

" theology in the island " that eruptions of the volcano

partaking of the nature of

tions,
stition

which cannot

infallibility, is a

face the light of

modern

super-

criticism."

Tullnch further indicates that the true rational standpoint as to creeds and formulas,

them
'

interpret

Kinglsey, Stanley, Arnold, Robertson, Tulloch, Mauds-

Britian, had the courage to say, that " the idea that

theology

to

progress of religious thought that has been

in the last half

Religions Thought in

of

heart

And

as

" limitations of faith "

edly are.

But the

drift

is

a

most of the creeds undoubt-

of religious feeling,

if

not of

has just died in her youth.

ican education, had married an

—

Mauna Loa

signify the

wrath of Pele against mortals

generally, and that the dread goddess can only be ap-

religious opinion, is
away from them.
well in the back
their
creed
pretty
Most Churches keep
ground. When has any one heard a doctrincal sermon?

peased by the sacrifice of a

The

to search for

undoubtedly

creeds have been retired to the rear because they

The world no longer
what is he? What is his

are no longer available in front.

asks

what a man believes, but
worth as a man? Is he capable

intrinsic

of honesty, ot

sobriety, of manliness? Vital original qualities,

speculative
this

opionions, are certainly

world, however

a sentiment

is

it

may be

what

in the next.

tell

They
York Herald (March

"

member

one

8),

who would make

—

most

openly proclaimed that she gloried

strong in these times, but religion as a

the fearful sacrifice,

rumbling of the volcano made awful
thunder the Princess Like Like announced to the people
the nearest to the throne
that she, the sister of the king
and while the

and not
in

New

alluding to the Kahunas, "far

—would lay down her

Religion as

of the royal family.

had not," says the correspondent of the

life to

stop the fearful flow. She
to

make

a

of herself for her country and her people; and
in the

prime of

life,

martyr
though

and with the prospect of a crown

—
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before her, she

made her final preparations and

to await the end.

ing the

It

down

lay

that in this final proceed-

said

is

Kahunas played no unimportant

and that

part,

while acting as her guardians and advisers they were, in
fact, practising their dark arts upon her and hurrying

For days and days she

her onward to the end.

among
tial

these people, and during

was allowed

of food

starvation at

last,

her

She

lips.

lay in state twenty days, and

mausoleum

royal

the

in

to pass

lay

that time not a par-

all

February

died of

was

laid

The

1SS7.

2S,

"
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And

he said unto them, thus saith the Lord
Put every man his sword by his side, and
go in and out from .gate to gate throughout the camp,
and slay every man his brother, and every man his companion, and every man his neighbor. And there fell of
fire."

God

of Israel,

the people that day about 3,000 men.

For Moses had

said

consecrate yourselves to-day to the Lord, even every

man

upon his son, and upon his brother; that he may bestow
upon you a blessing this day." How many young Like
Likes were sacrificed that day to appease the "Devour-

strangest part to tell," adds the correspondent of the

ing Fire," and to secure blessings for their survivors!

most widely circulated paper in Christendom, "is this,
that upon the day of her death Mauna Loa, the Awful,

princess heard representing

ceased to belch

its

was

lava forth, and for days after

in

comparative quiet, and then the hoary old soothsayers
went about among the people with many a nod and
mystic sign, as

who

should say, 'Didn't

we

'

Many

woman, reading this tragical
Where were the missionaries? " I

a tender-hearted

narative, will ask, "

American
commorally, of the Hawaiian Islands.
of New England origin and have been

can answer such from personal knowledge.

protestant missionaries have for generations held
plete

possession,

They

are chiefly

able to establish there the nearest thing to the old Puritan

government now surviving on

earth.

The

sacred

sawisans are not fossilized in the Sandwich Islands; they
poison

may

all

A

that paradise of coral and flowers.

man

be imprisoned at Honolulu for riding on the Sab-

I was one of a company compelled to pass a
Sabbath there; it was a fearfully hot September day,
but no one was allowed to sell our ship a lump of ice,

bath.

nor could we buy a glass of soda-water. The whole
Sabbath atmosphere was that most congenial to human
sacrifice.

It

were, perhaps, not wonderful

if

the

young

princess, like Electra of old, desired to get out of

it

all

and find a repose unvexed by any gods. From what I
learned of Christian theology in the Sandwich Islands
while there, four years ago,
of

life to

have a

it

has but given

Both

the native theology.

common

phenomena

source.

of nature.

They
They

new

lease

of these theologies

rolled

out of the cruel

even

like the fiery

vomit of

tain Fiend," as the

hovah.

How

Herald

Mauna

Loa.

calls Pele, is

The

"

Moun-

but a hag Je-

church with her American husband (A. B. Cleghorn)
and her little daughter, heard her minister read about
in

"And Mount

was altogether
descended
upon it in fire;
on a smoke, because the Lord
as
the
smoke
of a furand the smoke thereof ascended
" And
quaked
greatly."
nace, and the whole mountain
Lord
was
like
devouring
the sight of the glory of the
Sinai

this

God

sacrificed

as a

Hawaiian

Consuming

Fire,

only by the death of a

member

of the royal

family ?

The

ancient

Hebrews

ern

Hebrews frankly preserved, what modaway by casuistry, the story

try to explain

of Jepthah's sacrifice of his daughter to

fillment of a pledge to

do so

if

Jehovah in
Jehovah gave him a

ful-

vic-

Jepthah's faith is praised by Paul. It is the
opinion of Froude, and other eminent scholars, that the
Greeks got hold of a version of this same story, and that
tory.

"Iphigenia"

two

is

Whether

really "Jepthah-genia."

the

same or not does not matter, however, they are the same in theological origin.
But there is a striking difference between the use made
of this idea of human sacrifice by ancient Greeks and
modern Christians. The Christian plan of salvation
stories are variants of the

an offended God (or Law) satisfied by a
and royal human victim who takes the place of
the human race and suffers the vengence which would
have fallen upon them. The doctrine based on this is
sets before us

spotless

that

we

should praise and worship both the avenger and

and regard the scheme

his victim

divine

wisdom and

love.

Now

us an offended goddess, Artemis,
the fleet of

Agamemnon, king

offense to her divine privileges
cestors

as

an expression of

the Greeks set before

who

vents her fury on

of men, because of some

by one of

his

royal an-

— offense small as eating a forbidden apple.

It is

decided by the priests (Kahunas of the time) that the
fleet

can only move and victory be

daughter, Iphigenia be sacrificed.
nocent.

often had the Princess Like Like, sitting

the biblical Pele?

satisfied,

imputed

" Came
Like the volcano's tongue of flame;"

sermons had

whose wrath had been soothed, whose remorseless law

foretell all

and to-day their power is greater in the land than
since the days when Captain Cook laid his bones upon
their sandy beach."
this?

How many

sin

if

This

Agamemnon's
done. The

is

requited by vicarious suffering of the in-

Agamemnon moves

home amid
But

is

won

on, prevails, and returns

the wild delight of his people.

Greeks bring in another figure
mother cares little for the
victory.
She asks for her daughter who accompanied
the fleet
her beloved Iphigenia.
She is told the story.
With her own hand she slays Agamemnon. That is
Greek theology. The king cowering before Artemis
in heaven learns that there is a Clytemnestra on earth.
Humanity also has its rights and its vengeances. Clytemnestra is the Greek criticism on the Jepthah story.
just here the

Clytemnestra.

—

She

— the

—
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The Hebrews

not

did

what Jepthah-genia's

report

mother thought of the proceeding of the Israelitish
captain.
The Greeks supplied that omission.
It accepted
Christianity refused the Greek hint.
Abraham's arm stayed,
the piimitive savage notion.
when about to sacrifice his son, became the line of JewBut Christendom selected
ish theological evolution.
for

human

basis the unarrested

its

sacrifice

— unarrested

by any angel, unavenged by any Clytemnestra. With
Jepthah's faith it subdued Greece ami stopped the
mouths of poets. It established in Europe the volcanic
It added millions of victims
theology of Mauna Lao.
to the 3,000 massacred before the Devouring Fire of
The deified Devouring Fire and its deified vicSinai.
tim were establish d also in America. For two hundred
years this virgin land was victim of a dogma more cruel
But at length,
than its wildest aborigines ever devised.
America, Clytemnestra appeared.
in the Athens of
Channing appeared, and Parker, and Emerson, and
Through them spoke humanity, and by her
Ballou.
this throned
maternal hand this Agamemnon theology
cowardly sacrificer of men to gods was laid low. Un-

—

—

fortunately, however,

centres of

American

rebuild

empire,

in

its

whose

it

was

culture

among

not slain.

It tied

take up

to

its

from the

abode, and

helpless and ignorant islanders,

horrible devil-worship

Despite the death of

Like Like, Mauna Loa
This same paper
stone.

belching out

still

us that

tells

its

lightenment and advancing
ing agreement

concerning the

It

growfunda-

of mankind, historically considered,
a comparatively

recent discovery.
old theological

teaching, and not so very far back, that the moral law-

was given to man in connection with religious revelaand came direct from heaven; that outside of the
Hebrew and Christian religions only a most meagre and
inadequate knowledge of moral obligation and moral
principles has ever existed; that, even if a few exception

tionally intelligent

men among heathen

have comprehended

races appear to

a tolerably lofty ethical code,

the

masses of the people around them were incapable of understanding

to

and were almost void of moral sense.

it

was one

of the stock-arguments

prove the necessity of

a

by which

it

This

was sought

supernatural revelation in

order to save mankind from ruin by imparting to the

The same argument was

race the true moral code.
also

brought forward

The

point

prove the vast superiority of
the religion of the Bible to all forms of natural religion.

the fact

red dust has

a

is

these

of

was one of the common-places of the

Princess
its

civilization, there

races and classes of people

all

practical application

The moral unity
may be regarded as

and the

brim-

among

mental ethical principles.

habitat.

finds natural

latest victim, the

its

is

it

and, further, that, with increasing en-

the moral law;

to

was apparently overlooked

that both the Old
Testaments furnish abundant evidence of
that the masses of the people gave little heed to

New

the moral precepts announced therein by such excep-

Moses, Isaiah and Jesus.
But researches which have been made, especially

tional teachers as

The theological
settled down in some Western city.
Loa
be
dust of Mauna
may
recognized in that Congregational Assembly in Chicago which declined to sym-

the latter half of the present century, in the literature

pathise with Mrs. Beecher because her dying husband

disclosed in

did not believe in eternal
raised about anything
ality,

Fire
ficed

so

No

hell-fires.

unimportant

as

question was

Beecher's mor-

The Devouring
was alone important. Everything must be sacriThese men are a thousand years behind
to that.
or the Assembly's humanity.

ancient Greece.

ology was

all

Their Madonna

belched out of

is

Mauna

Pele.

Their the-

Loa.

and teachings of the heathen religions of Asia, have
them a body of moral principles and pre-

cepts in entire unity with

MORAL
One

J.

to say

among

that

all

that

all

persons are alike

ment,

all

of Christendom,

it is

not

have become

now

a very rare thing to find

that

all

these

religions

it

Orthodox writers
before Christianity

over the chances of salvation for unconverted heathen,

less is

it

the
not

is

the

to say

zealous in seeking and doing

that,

moral obligation, but substantially agree among
themselves in regard to the fundamental principles of
of

mind

to say that these natural religions

in respect to the

Much

is
is

But what is meant by moral unity among
under conditions of normal developclasses and kinds of men not only have a sense
is

In view of these discoveries, so sur-

that enlightened

This, of course,

right actions.

mankind

every

measure of divine revelation and guidance. The
confirmed theological mind of the old type, however,
has not yet been able to adjust itself to this discovery.
Therefore it was that President Bartlett, of Dartmouth
College, in the recent debate in the Board of Missions

races and nations there

application of moral principles.

in

perception and as lofty

ealed to the modern world; and, in consequence,

not

had

of the basal facts of the science of ethics

same measure of moral light, nor even
mankind are always uniformly agreed

much

too

Scriptures, and

as clear in

prising to the theological

admitting

POTTER.

moral unity of the human race.

tone and tenor.

in

the best ethical teachings of

Christian

important particular

re:

UNITY.

Hebrew and

the

is

BY WILLIAM

in

a

made

that, though he had taken
up the matter, he could not "obtain
account of more than a dozen or twenty instances" of
heathen before Christ who were possibly in a salvBut the adjustment of old creeds to the
able condition.
new Oriental scholarship is taking place. This is one
of the things which the New Orthodoxy means.

pains

the senile statement
to

look

—
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And

the important fact

which has been determined

by this better information concerning the ethics of the
heathen religions of Asia

peculiar

that the

is

ethical

features which have been supposed to distinguish the
moral code of the New Testament can no longer be

Of

regarded as unique.

course

good while that Greece and

has been

it

Rome

known

for a

had good moral

But it had become the fashion in theological
Christendom to explain these codes as the utterances of
a few specially bright intellects, upon which C hristianity may have cast some of the morning rays of its ap-

codes.

proaching

light.

It

was

that the

also alleged

classic

moral code, though of heroic quality, was not of nearly
so high a type as the morality of the New Testament;
that

especially lacked the

it

mark

that

nation,

gentleness,

of

features

self-sacrifice, forgiveness,

humility,

forbearance, resig-

moral precepts

so conspicuously the

But these discoveries with regard to the
with regard to Buddhism, Brahmanism, and the religions of Zoroaster and Confucius

of Jesus.

Oriental religions

—

prove that these very

regarded

as

property of

all

virtues, ordinarily

peculiarly Christian, are the

these Eastern religions.

common

In truth, these are

eminently

89

mankind, mi'jjht be multiplied indefinitely. The hisargument for the moral unity of man is simply
overwhelming. Humanity, always and everywhere,
and under various conditions of experience, when it has

torical

risen to sufficient intelligence to perceive the relations of

has had essentially the same moral perand recognized the authority and majesty of
the same moral law.

human

acts,

ceptions,

world, of course, has

In matters of practice, the

always been very far from moral unity, and is still a long
Different persons and the
distance from that goal.
ethical codes of different nations

same moral judgment of a
ered apart from their own

mediately the moral perception

Hebrew and

religions of Asia, mixed, as in the
tian Scriptures,

Chris-

with a good deal of inferior and extrane-

ous matter, yet,

the one case as in the other, consti-

in

tuting an essential part of the religion of

which these

sacred books in each case are the accepted authoritative
"

utterance.

Return good for

evil"

said

Brahman

a

When we

est.

look

at

the nations of

men

send millions of

it does not seem possible
same moral code. And

And

classes that in

any single nation are to-day

one another.

They

Be

"

He

cise

rigid to yourself,

and gentle

to others,"

and again,

man who is strongest in the exerpatience — who patiently endures injury," taught

is

of

the great

—

Confucius; and his fellow-countryman, Lao-tze the
profounder religious teacher of the two said, " Of all
noble qualities, the noblest is loving compassion."

—

If

as

we

regard the more robust moral principles, such

we find
man keep

honesty, justice, veracity, self-control, purity,

a similar unanimity of
in subjection his

recognition.

" Let a

speech, his arm, and his appetite," said

nanu, of the ancient Hindus.

" Fear not poverty, but

fear missing the truth," again

preached the wise Con-

fucius.

"

Whatsoever people may think

which you believe
Greek.

to

do that
be right," taught Pythagoras, the
of you,

" Blessed are the pure in heart" stands

the highest

of Jesus' utterances.

among

But, centuries earlier

Zoroaster taught the Persians " to keep pure

in

body

and mind;" that "immodest looks are sins"; that "to
think evil

is

a sin."

Examples
teaching

like these, to

among

the

prove the parity of ethical

different

races

and religions of

do the contending and struggling
at strife with
say that they

all

want only

jus-

and equity. But what is justice, what are the
requirements of equity, in the special questions at issue,
the pressure of self-interest prevents them from seeing

fierce physical

"

so

tice

by good,"

Buddhist precept of date before Christ.

confess the

to

defend against

battle-fields to

to

yet they do.

together.

a

Europe arming

themselves to the teeth against each other and ready

text 1200 years before Jesus taught the ethics of the
Sermon on the Mount. " Overcome anger by love, evil
is

be blurred

likely to

is

and between nations arise from this disturbance of judgment caused by the excess of some motive of self-inter-

that they should

the ethnic

consid-

and the action will accordingly be differently adjudged.
The practical moral disagreements between individuals

each other their alleged rights,

all

when

be involved or personal passion be concerned, and im-

Oriental virtues; and ethical precepts of this tenor are

sacred books of

give precisely the

interests; but let self-interest

found embedded

in the

may

certain action

Yet
is

in spite

of the actual moral disturbance and the
contentions in consequence, moral unity

stdl the ideal

aim of mankind.

It is

the central

attri-

bute in humanity's vision of a perfected form of

That the individual members of

ciety.

mony,
It

—

feel,

and

live together

in entire

moral har-

has been man's dream through the ages.

this

has been the Utopia of social philosophers, the vision

of enthusiastic philanthropists, the

Nor

is

this

hope of

to be scoffed
its

and power,

faculties, services,

in respect to intellectual

should see,

so-

society, differing

at as

to

realization

to put

it,

among

a practical

faith of

moral unity

for

religions.

mankind

only an unsubstantial dream

;

nor

is

be put where religion has been too apt
the mysteries of a future world.

It is

the hope that gives largest motive, highest dignity, most

permanent
world.

influence, for

It is

worth

past ages, that

this

all

human

efforts in this

the struggle and pain of

creature called

man

present
all

the

has come, en-

power of discerning the right and the
them into deeds and institutions.
He thereby becomes the incarnation and servant of the
Eternal Power that makes for righteousness. By their

dowed with

true and of

capacity to

the

putting

help toward

this

end of practical moral

:

:
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unity, or righteousness,

men, measures, and

all

must be finally judged.
The consummation is, indeed,

institu-

tions

greed

selfish

delaying

is

mon good, are
needs

first

of

to the sacrifice of the

neighborhood,

to the

delicate

anemone

rises

the last

frail little

waif of

how

magnificent and varied

com-

will extend to the family,

to the

community,

the State.

to

"

is

made.

way

to righteous

Old oppressions are loosening their grasp, and
By
their victims are rising up men and free citizens.
and by some of the younger readers of this number of

—

The Open Court may
nations

may

and unite

armies,

live to see

agree to dismantle their
in

it

— the

forts,

"

which have been accomplished,

this

no merely

is

The moral unity will come
work for it according to their

ary prediction.
will

When

When we

if

vision-

men and

best belief

BY ANNA OLCOTT COMMELIN.

charming story of Picciou nas shown
growth of a little plant,
with its buds and flowers, saved from weary languishing
the poor prisoner of Fenestrelle, restored his reason,
health and life, and in the end, brought to him friendWithout claiming that all flowship, liberty and love.
Saintine, in his

the development and

ers, in all
let

much as this,
human life, and

circumstances, can accomplish so

them

us consider

in their relation

to

the inspiration that they have given to poets.

" Poeta

nascitur, nonjit" says the proverb, and in the

mind of

every one possessed of the poetic
beauty.

fire is

born the love of

Says Wordsworth
"To me

the meanest flower that blows can give
Thoughts that do often lie to deep for tears."

The "kindly

fruits

of

read that the

human

dearest and holiest sacraments of
the bride to the altar, and

dead

when we

.Says

dress

them

we

association

their

lay

life.

With

them beside our sacred

for their last, long sleep.

she scatters flowers over Ophelia's

lifeless

Says

Browning, "do not the dead wear flowers, when dressed
for

God?"
From the

days of early spring,

when

the

in

flowers,

gives

the violet.

favor with the

VlolarisP

It

Romans, she

Pliny thought that violets

for. wreaths.
Aristophanes spoke of
Athens as " violet crowned," and Dioscorides makes
mention of the flower. In modern times this favorite,
with its meanings of truth, modesty and love, is spoken
of by Shelley, in these lines

specially desirable

" Lilies for a bridal bed,

Roses

for a

matron's head,

Violets for a maiden dead."

Daisies are found so universally that a British poet

them " the constellated flowers
Chaucer says:

calls

Gude Women," he

version of the origin of the daisy.
that

that never set."

Above all flouris in the mede
Than I love most those flouris white and rede,
Such that men callen daisies in our town."

It is

flowers from his

gives a poetical

pleasant to

may have inherited
father, but when we read

Linnaeus himself

definition of a daisy
first chill

fill

they called their days set apart for decking

"Dies

In his legend of "

form.

a scene to

were of medicinal value, and advised that garlands of
them should be worn on the head. DiiFerent varieties
of this flower grow in many parts of America, Palestine, China, Japan, Europe, and even on the Swiss
Alps, and the ruins of the Colosseum at Rome.
Its
praises, we are told, have been written in many languages. Aboo Rumi, an Eastern poet, says, " it is not
a flower; it is an emerald, bearing a purple gem." The
Arabs, it ia said, compare the eye of a beautiful woman
to a violet.
Homer speaks of Venus as crowned with
violets, and Theocritus thought that these flowers were

" Bear a

Queen Gertrude, when

was

must have been greatly

"

" Sweets to the sweet," says

't

from heaven with wonder and delight."

Lady Wilkinson, in her book on
many interesting particulars concerning

Longfellow:
lily in thy hand,
Gates of brass cannot withstand
One toueir of that magic wand."

—was

of softest verdure purpled o'er

violets;

A god

with the

They go with

violet,

"Everywhere appeared

Meadows

the earth" minister to our

in

— our

think of the favorite

We see the same things that our fathers have seen."
In Cowper's translation from Homer we read

corporeal needs, besides giving pleasure to the eye, but
flowers are almost

violet,

fair faces,

"

tells us, as

FLOWERS AND POETS.

up the same

lift

known in the time of Homer, we
poem of Lincoln, and the lines:

graves,

how

not send us strange flowers every year;
the spring winds blow o'er the pleasant places,

The same dear things
The violet is here."

and

and knowledge.

us

loved in her lines

God does

disband their

confederation of justice

a

expresses our feeling in the return of

we have

In view of moral and political reforms

brotherhood.

women

warring

of beauty.

know a bank where the wild thyme blows,
Where ox-lip and the nodding violet grows,

Mrs Whitney

the efforts of philanthropy and to a firmer self-control.
Injustices are slowly, but surely, giving

this procession

I

the flowers

Vices are yielding to

laws.

is

Quite over-canopied with luscious woodbine,
With sweet musk roses and with eglantine."

Nevertheless, in spite of the appalling obstacles and
delays, social progress

from the wintry ground, until
a violet, in bleak December,

Says Oberoil

be established in the individual char-

Thence the harmony

acter.

:

COURT.

Moral unity

grievously hindering forces.
all to

Individual

off!

Individual passions and

it.

own

appetites, seeking their

far

—

:

:

as a " scape,

a

know

love of

a botanical

one-flowered, with

leaves spathulate, single-ribbed, obovate, crenate,"

w»

—

:

—

—

:
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turn with satisfaction
«<

Burns,

to

wee, modest, crimson-tipped

Wordsworth

his

in

America, with

address to the

flower.'''

Some concord with humanity,
no other flower

The

The

I see

frail

forest through."

genius of the poet Keats,

who knew

before his death, the "daisies growing over him."
Lucy Larcom, in our own day, writes gracefully of

,

reason

why

different sentiment,

thought,
of the

is

shown
"

Flowers of the Fallow "

this reviving herb, whose tender green
Fledges the river lip on which we lean,
Ah. le.inupon it lightly! for who knows
From what once lovely lip it springs unseen!

is

Shakspeare expresses
"

another lovely

And, from her

And

" I like those plants that you call weeds,
Sedge, hardback, mullin, yarrow,

The
It is

we

first

The

days of creation."

the verses, but

have cullings from many authors, in a field which
all lands and all ages, and where the only

embarrassment is one of riches. To mention the name
Bryant is to bring up a host of tender and beautiful
associations of poetrv and nature's charms. One hardly

•of

to

love best, the

golden rod which sug-

gested the verse of his poem, or the verse which has

immortalized the golden rod.

The

lines are so familiar

some less known but well worth knowing
will be more appropriate to introduce here, by Jennie
Maxwell Paine.

to

all

that

"

the bars and make me room,
me wade, waist-deep, in the yellow bloom,
me me revel at will, let me gather my fill,
me touch their plumes with reverent hands,
me tread where the wealth of blossom stands.
With the pomp of gold, in the glowing lands.
Fine as feather and soft as down

Open
Let
Let
Let
Let

Is its petaled

Of the

fair

plume,

and the

Fair as the ore.

When we

rose

of En-

could wish that the possession of a national
ours,

native of Syria, seems to

ointment of

provided for

history.

oil

this

observance

in their wills.

Anacreon thought that the rose had power to protect
Didvmus, the Alexandrian, was persuaded
the dead.
that the " rose was something more than human." Sappho is said to have written verses to this flower, and
Dryden, in his translation from Virgil, speaking of
.Eneas at the tomb of his father, Anchises, says:
With

roses then the sepulchre

lie

strewed,

thus his father* ghost bespoke aloud."

much cultivated bv
perfume for annointing the
Gerarde thought that the rose was useful for
this

Romans, and used

spirits,

read of the thistle of Scotland, the fleur-

emblem were

Romans

in earliest

flower was

as

a

" strengtheninge of the heart, and

though the choice of one
" bright, consummate flower " would be attended with
difficulties.
Here, in the length and breadth of our own
floral

the

body.

France, with the daisy as the badge of the

we

to be a

Mention is made
perfumed with roses, with
which Venus annointed the body of Hector, and Hector
is spoken of as using the
same "ambrosial lymph" in
Cowper's translation. Roses were worn at the feasts of
the ancients, and at the banquets of Cleopatra.
They
were much used to decorate tombs, and it is said that
in the Iliad of

the

rolled.

beautiful province of Languedre, and the

gland,

let

Eliot:

Plinv says that

Fine as the fretting of filagree gold."

de-lis of

her happy spark here

supposed

And

and the rare design!

when wrought and

From

known

"

—the verv crown

fine

rose,

have been

comprises

knows which

flesh,

Herrick says:

And George

charms

all

the earth,

"Is there not a soul — half nymph, half child— in these delecate petals which
glow and breathe about the centres of deep color? "

Nature's matron arms

hard to refrain from quoting

i'

and unpolluted

fair

Spring the purple violet."

old with cultivation,
of rustic

a similar idea:
Lay her

violets spring."

"

That knit their roots and sift their seeds
Where any grassy wheel-track leads
Through country by-ways narrow.
They fringe the rugged hillside farm

in

wonderful poem

sometimes think that never blows so red
rose as where some buried Cajsar bled;
That every Hyacinth the garden wears
Dropt in her lap from some once lovely head.

May

As bloomed

Omar Khayyam's

I

this writer:

Grown

A

And

princess passes.

With such wild wealth

poets.

The

Hardly should I hold you fair,
Golden, gay midsummer daisies,
But tor her, the maiden rare,
Who, amid your starry mazes.
Makes you splendid with her praises."

The
poem by

this

Rubaivat

Glimmering through the meadow grasses
Burn less proudlv! for behold

"

more

expression of his Pantheistic

the

in

is

memory than
may be another

of

much beloved by

flowers are so

" Disk of bronze and ray of gold

mv

power

Perhaps

with sight or hearing.

" golden daisies:"

the fie'd

other coun-

in

fragrance of flowers has the power to recall

intimately connected with the

associations of the

not of the immortality that time would bring him, when
he composed his own epitaph, and felt, only a few days

Down

find

recollections of the past, since the sense of smell

Sweet and tender and sad are the
daisy with the

we

immortal in its association with
the name of Ellen Douglas and Scotland?
Is not the harebell

tries.

" Mcthinks that there abides with thee

to

wealth of flowers, one can think of

its

none so national in character as

says

Given

9r

refreshinge of the

and profitable for other griefes."

In our day, Aldrich alludes to roses in one exquisitely

tender verse.
"

We

wove the roses round her browWhite buds, the summer's drifted snow

Wrapt her from head to foot in
thus went dainty Baby Bell

(lowers.

.

.

.

And

Out of this world of ours."'

The meanings

that

are attached

lo

flowers

would

:
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form an

peare's time

Many

study.

interesting

expressed and replied to

in their

was thought

this

sentiments can be

interchange.

Ophelia

since

of,

''There's rosemary, that's for remembrance:

there's

properly termed blue laws,

were

In Shaks-

banishment, whippings, cutting off the ears, burning the tongue and death. " " Similar laws still prevail

said

fines,

pansies, that's for

thought."

"

Hvmn

Horace Smith, has written a
the Fowers," one stanza of which we quote:

to

poet,

Weep
Oh may
Your

it

and

giving

breaths,"

When

every flower enjoys the

them consciousness

to

so that the edition of

of being.

My

heart with rapture

with him

" Narcissi, the tairest

Who

among them

Till they die of their

tion "

day,

own

Anna

New Haven

did

only

we leave
know

her " Vaca-

prison,

swearing he has no

make

live

woods?

common

that "

hue," speaks of the "slender flowerets, scentless, pale,

that "

along the margin of unmelting snow."

Emerson

writes

rhodora, speaks tenderly of the wood-rose
poetical,

describes the edelweiss, flower of

Lowell,

in his

sehen,"

we

With

Auf Wieder-

very fragrance of the

the

in

prose paragraph,

noble purity.

sweetest of love songs, "

breath

lilacs.

Truly,
"

The

New Haven

to

poet, faithful and far-seeing,

Which

Not alone

No

who

beauty, and

feel

all

glowing

who
in

like

letter

No man

without

first

much

them the enthusiasm

kiss

him.

sunset on Saturday, "

of

Shakespeare's

Then he came

in,

in

all his

glory was not arrayed like one of these."

testified that

THE BLUE LAWS.
MAY HOLLAND.

This name seems to have been first used of the early
New Haven, some of which are spoken of
under this title in the General History of Connecticut,
by Rev. S. Peters, a tory refugee. The little hook,
statutes of

reprinted,

is

to

her

she had; and the Governor decided that she

She

guilty.

dill

had

not deny that Jocob
set side

by

iSyijand has been recently

very readable, but by no means trustworthy.

Peters proposses to give extract from enactments which
were never allowed to be printed, and which " were

had kissed

side for nearly

half an

hour, with their arms about each other, and his sisters

Her

looking on.

father charged

Jacob with trying to

inveigle her into marriage; but she denied

in

heroines,

snatched up

to give them back unless she would
This she denied having done; but the sisters

for truly"

well indeed to consider the

Solomon

at

gloves, and refused

possess the love of

"flowers of the

published

liable to

shall court a maid in person or by
obtaining consent of her parents. "

those

like

sisters.

her, or that they

first

but

in New Haven.
On
May-day, 1660, a special court, whose record may be
found in the Blue Laws of Connecticut, bv Silas Andrus,
was held by Governor Newman to try Jacob M. Murline and Sarah Tuttle.
The girl had made some jokes

it

which was

first,

This statute was often enforced

the sense, must feel that

BY FREDERIC

at

those

sabbath shall begin

was

field,"

there are others,

liars to

every flower that blows, gladdening the eye, delighting
is

Then

and other colonies

be whipped; and which provided
gospel minister shall join people in marriage, "

The

Jacob's

throbbing in his brain and heart."

the poet, but

estate, shall be let out and
and " married persons must

Quakers, adulterers, and men-stealers

and that "

too

selfsame universal being
is

shall de-

A debtor in

which allowed only
vote or hold office; which made con-

modified;

See- alike in stars and flowers a part

Of the

judge

light,

sonnet, " nearing the

his

satisfaction, "

church members to

snow

in

were substantially

"The

together or be imprisoned. "

be hung, and

golden rod, like a flash of
set all the roads aglow."

and

at least,

are the following:

spirators,

" Forbearance,"

that

forty-

:

the Michigan

his beautiful

Of his

controversies without a fury. "

all

And the
Had
in

plain

it is

those that must have been peculiar to

sold to

dear loveliness."

in

Among

That clusters of asters, purple and white,

Holmes,

to the

laws twenty-four,

gradually

When
I

all

C. Brackett

poem, discourses eloquently
'

code and other records,

this

in force.

termine

lines:

gaze on their eves in the stream's recess,

own

In our

From
five blue

Shelley shows

throb of delight.

a

which occur these

in

of references to

as full

fills

with the daffodils,"

his affection for all flowers in his verses to the sensitive

plant

is

any catechism.

texts as

Peters was right more than half the time.

And dances
feels

1650

air

he says:
"

one

«

genuine lover of flowers, and

a

faith that

which pervades the whole, " bv stating fortyenactments of New Haven. This colony,
it should be noticed, was not united to Connecticut until
1665; and its first code was avowedly based on the Bible,,
five of the

lore sublime."

my

'tis

who

the spirit

without woe, and blush without a crime,
I deeply learn and ne'er surrender

Wordsworth was

as the common law of the country,"
undertakes to " give a tolerable idea of

England

adds Peters,

dewy splendor,

" Floral Apostles! that in

said, "

New

over

The English

i. e., bloody laws, for
they
with excommunications, confiscation,

sanctified

all

it

so

firmly

him from punishment for this crime. Jacob,
on being asked " whether his arm was about her waist,
and her arm upon his shoulder or about his neck, " said
"he never thought of it since," "for which he was
blamed, and told he had not laid to heart as he ought."

as to save

The

court further decided that "his carriage hath been

very corrupt and sinful, such as brings reproach upon
Sarah was scolded by the
the family and place. "

Governor,

had carried

until she
it

" professed that she was sorry she

so sinfully;" and the criminals

were

fined

""
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twenty shillings each,

workmen was
shillings

as

month,

the most skillful

not

mention

this

last

nor that under which Jacob and Sarah were

statute,

fined,

when

time

Peters does

day.

a

at a

forbidden by law to earn more than two

suppose, namely that re-enacted the same

I

punish

to

persons

all

who

" meet, or

company

upon

foot high,

93

a lecture

day, with a paper fixed

breast written with capital letters,

in his

Ax Open and

Obstinate Contemner of God's Holy Ordinances,
that others may fear and be ashamed of breaking out
into the like wickedness."
It was ordered at Hartford,
in

1676, that

heads of families

all

who

obstinately neg-

any kind of vain manner or unreasonable
time, whether by day or night, to mispend and waste

lected " reading of the scripture, catechising of children,

the precious talent of these gospel seasons of grace,

" fined, or punished, or

together

in

May

This statute of

etc.

30,

1660, also forbids "cor-

rupt songs and foolish jesting," " mixt dancings,"' "im-

moderate playing

any

at

sort of sports or

of an honest calling industriously, or ex-

idle living out

travagant expenses, by

mentioned

After

it

who

to be played in his

was

cards or

in 1S49, to

exhibition
a

of

One

of fifty cents

by absence from church, or
officer,

to inflict

on

cause

trained

charge for admission,

a fine of $50.

guardian

is

back-gammon, or suffer
house; and enough of this hatred of
at

amusement remained
there

as

New Haven Colonial Records,
New Haven became a part of Con-

should play

formances,

etc, "

twenty shillings was imposed on any

necticut, a fine of

one

drinking, apparel

Iloadlv's

in

pp. 336-7.

games, or mere

anj

punishment,

child

to

dramatic per-

where

etc.,

be prohibited under

was incurred

failure
in

all

animals,

180S

in

of the parent

the presence of

under fourteen

or

some

who broke

the

Sabbath.

Some of the worst laws which Xew Haven took
from the Bible are not mentioned by Peters, namely
those to inflict death for worshipping " any other God
but the Lord God;" " witchcraft," "willful or obstinate
denying the true God, or his creation or government of
the world, " or uttering " any other blasphemy of the
like nature;" manslaughter committed "suddenly in
anger or cruelty of passion;" attempt at murder; or
profaning the Sabbath "proudly, presumptuously and
w ith a high hand. " This last statute was pecuhar to
New Haven; and so was that by which maiming others
might be punished," " eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand
for hand, foot for foot."
Witches were hung there as
well as at Hartford " a stubborn and rebellious son
of sixteen, might be put to death in either colony; and
Voltaire, Holbach and Diderot might have been hung in
Connecticut, where blasphemy was a capital crime until
1784, when the penalty was reduced to forty stripes on
the bare body, and one hour in the pillory. In 1673 it was
decreed, that adulterers should no longer be hung, but
have the letter A branded on their foreheads with a hot
iron.
New Haven burglars were to be branded on the
right hand with P>.
Each of these infant colonies had
a fine of five shillings for every absence from church;
and whoever interrupted the preacher in Connecti'ut, or
charged him falsely with error, had for the second
offence to " either pay five pounds to the public treasury,
or stand two hours openly upon a block or stool four
r

;

and daily prayer, with giving of thanks," should be

bound

to

good behavior, accordBoth New Haven

ing to the demerits of the case. "

man

and Connecticut forbade any
family to take

to live alone, or

any

lodger without leave from the magis-

a

A license from the legislature, as well as a cerfrom the doctor, had to be procured before
tobacco could be used by any one under twenty, or by
any one else who had not formed the habit. This w as
trates.

tificate

voted
"

Hartford

at

in

1647,

That no man within

when

it

was

also ordered:

this colony, after the

publication

hereof, shall take any tobacco publicly in the street-, nor
shall

any take

it

in the fields or

be on their travel or journey

woods, unless when they

at least ten miles, or at the

commonly

ordinary time of repast

called dinner, or

be not then taken, yet not above once

in

if

it

the day at most,

and then not in company with any other. Nor shall
any inhabiting in any of the towns within this jurisdic-

any tobacco in any house in the same town,
where he liveth, with and in the company with any
more than one who useth and drinketh the same weed. "
tion take

This ordinance, like that of 1659 against "disordered
meetings of persons in private houses to tipple logether," and that of 1673, by which young persons and
servants were not to meet together in the streets or
fields or in any house " after the shutting in of the
evening," without consent of their parents or masters,

shows the same
Sarah Tuttle.
forbidden

ascetic principle as the

When

I

in 1673, to set sail

necticut on

Sunday,

am

I

punishment of

consider farther that ships were

out of any harbor

inclined to think that

in ConHinman,

who was Secretary of Connecticut for seven years, mav
have had some authority for inserting in his Blue Laws
of New Haven Colony, in a list which is otherwise undoubtedly correct, the following enactment, apparently
taken by him from the original records: " If any man
shall

kiss his wife, or

Lord's day, the party

in

wife kiss her husband, on the
fault shall be punished at

the

discretion of the court of magistrates," p. 130.

Neither
in

this,

nor any other of the laws mentioned
is given by Peters.
So it must be

the last paragraph,

said, that his picture

not on the whole any bluer than

is

the reality, though he does put

wrong

For

places.

could be tortured

been done only
Dutch.

What

more nearly

at

at

instance,

much
he

says

of his paint in
that criminals

New Haven, which se ms to have
Xew Amsterdam while under the

he says about hanging Catholic priests

true of the

New York

is

law of 1699 than of
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forcing every

undoubtedly

when

innocently,

think

I

Haven with
is

He was

of Connecticut.

that

though

he

in

error,

charged

New-

voter to swear, "that Jesus

"No

the only king," and ordaining that:

one

shall

run on the Sabbath-day, or walk in the garden, or elsewhere, except reverently to and from meeting " " No
one shall travel, cook victuals, make beds, sweep house,
cut hair, or shave on the Sabbath-day;" " No woman
;

her child on the Sabbath or fasting-day;"
one shall read Common-Prayer, keep Christmas
or Saints'-days, make minced pies, dance, play cards, or
play on any instrument of music, except the drum,
kiss

shall

"

No

"Every male

trumpet, and Jesus-harp;"

shall

have

his

Cards can be played secretly, but card parties are under
ban, which falls with peculiar severity upon all
amusements which may be enjoyed by the poor. There
is no need to say much against other Sunday laws, until
this unwritten one is reformed thoroughly.
When the
duty of taking healthy amusement on every day in the
week, and encouraging the poor and overworked to get
the recreation they need peculiarly, whenever they can,
hecomes fully recognized by public opinion, there will
the

be

Dear

still

is

enforced by public

Even the most conservagentlemen have become RoundSnme of the other precepts just quoted were

in all civilized lands.

opinion

and

tive

law, however,

last

heads.

aristocratic

observed

when

Connecticut families

in

Peters lived

there; and the Legislature of Massachusetts

is

now

Sir

—

Esq., Chicago,

find

I

that

my

in

24, 1SS7.

111.:

note

in

number

last

introducing two articles from the LaSalle Republican,
I

through inattention, written " I believe their
from their standpoint,"
to be both sincere

have,

wishes

instead of "

believe these criticisms to be both sincere

I

Yours

from their standpoint."

truly,

Edward

de-

whether it will do to let barbers cut hair or
shave on Sunday, or make it legal for milk to be de-

of the blue

LaSalle, March

Underwood,

B. F.

hair cut round according to a cap."

This

difficulty in getting rid of the last

little

laws.

C.

Hegeler.

liberating

AMENDMENTS AND ANSWER TO

livered, for prescriptions to be put up, for horse-cars to

run, for dispatches to be sent by telegraph or telephone,
Among other
for newspapers to be sold or printed, etc.

questions

now being
the

of abolishing

agitated in Boston

statutes against

the propriety

is

Sunday

travel

and

Saturday evening amusements. The general blueness
of our Sunday laws is seldom realized; but a full and
accurate account of the various statutes

the different

in

and territories will be found in the Outlook and
Sabbath Quarterly for last January, which may be pro-

states

cured from Alfred Center, N. Y., for twenty-five cents
That author has been able to collect later
per copy.
information

in

some

cases than

Indiscriminate

Index.

ments seems

to

gave

I

prohibition of

be established

in

lina,

in

The

Sunday amuse-

Connecticut, Maine,

Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,

New

fall

last

New

Hampshire,

Jersey, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South CaroVermont and Wisconsin, besides restrictions of

various harmless pastimes

in

every other

state,

except

California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Vir-

and

ginia

Western

Special

Virginia.

laws against

BY

Proceeding

the Basis of Ethics,

mence with

word good,

for

i

SS6.
is

the statutes of any state or territory.

not to be found in
It

is

the decree,

every where sacred, of Mrs. Grundy, forbidding any
one to amuse himself in public on Sunday. Driving,
is permitted, because no one can
be sure
wholly for amusement. Lawn-tennis, which is
much less noisy and throws no needless labor upon

for instance

that

it

is

animals,

is

utterly

out of the question in

good

society;

as are dancing, archery, private theatricals and picnics.

the

my

criticisms to

that

same myself.

sake of

essay on

should properly com-

I

of

I find

that in

the use of the

ascertaining

its

general

I

youth, principally as part of our religious instruction.

While these teachings

they were of a Superweakened in us on our
becoming acquainted with modern science, the truth
natural

character,

of nearly

all

as far as

gradually

the ethics remained unshaken.

Their basis was unclear for
say, the

a

now we

time until

can

rules of ethics are those ideas evolved in the

past, that in the struggle for existence have evolved
from the savage the civilized man of to-day.
Supplemented by further evolved ethical ideas thev

are the foundation for the preservation and further evolu-

of the

in this last state in

HEGELER.

have omitted the most important use of the
word under the head "What do we call good for man?"
viz.: The ethical teachings we Stave received in our
meaning,

was repealed

worst of our .Sunday laws

V.

number of examples

tion of civilized

The

I feel

criticising the

presenting a

have recently been passed in Nevada, New
York and Maryland, and the permission to deliver ice

theatres

EDWARD

answer the

to

CRITICISMS OF

ON THE BASIS OF ETHICS.

HIS ESSAY

I

man.

should also

have mentioned another

word good, where only

meant; we

say,

"the sugar

a

class of uses

pleasant sensation

tastes

good,"

smells good," " this musical chord sounds good."

we may assume

that

the nervous system in

do not think of

is

"the rose

While

the effect of these excitations of

some way favors its growth, we
using the word good.

this in so

Looking over the comments made, I notice especthe remark that I had not done justice to Mr.
Spencer. I should mention that it was in part a thought
of this, why
asked Mr. Bradley, who is known to be
ially

1

:
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Mr.

versed in Spencer's views, to state his position.
Bradley's statements have since been

supplemented

in

comments by others.
I deem it my duty to express here in reference to
Mr. Salter's remark, "for myself I would say that in
searching for the truth, I would rather be baffled a thouthe

sand times and have the discomfort and sense of frus-

accompanying such experiences,

tration

and

time

first

found

I

the thousand

if

the truth, than to forego the

at the outset, because I knew there would be
more pain than pleasure attending it," that I hold that
Mr. Spencer considers this searching for truth as a high

search

pleasure in

and that

itself;

amount

the

of

attainment,

moral, as great happiness

How

his theory he considers

in

physical,

strong Mr. Spencer thinks

and

and the

race.

way is shown
Data of Ethics,

in this

in a statement in the introduction to his

which appears to me as
a grand and lofty idea is

intellectual

to the individual

a

powerful demonstration that

in

persons of ethical tendencies

or high aspirations, their real self and their better ego,
for the continuance of

which they often

freely spend

and even

sacrifice their

their wealth, devote their labor,

Let me quote it here
" I have been led thus to deviate from the order
originally set down, (for the publication of the Synthetic
Philosophy,) by the fear that persistence in conforming
lives.

to

it

might

result in leaving the final

work

of the series

Hints repeated of late years with increasfrequency and distinctness, have shown me that
health may permanently fail, even if life does not end,
unexecuted.
ing

before

reach the

I

out for myself.
I

regard

all

This

part of the task

last

have marked

I

part of the task

my

it is

*

preceding parts as subsidiary.

onwards

that time

last

to

which

*

from

*

ultimate purpose lying behind

We

day bad in which storms prevent us from
Also here, in using the word
satisfying our desires."
It
weather
to ordinary weather.
bad, we compare the
occupaour
intended
destructive
to
being
is bad also by
tion.
The energy or capacity for it we had, and it is
"

call a

considered to be wasted.

A

good jump is one which achieves the immediate
purpose of said jump, while judging from the results
of many similar jumps that it could not be achieved.
There is more achieved than ordinarily.
A stroke at billiards is called good when the movements are more

so extensive preparations for fulfilling

be a failure the probability of which

I

it,

do not

A

not.

person looking

game

the billiard

to

my

the stroke

was good

These doings of

examination

closer

of

Herbert

Spencer's studies

on

or bad.

man

considered as good or

are not

(

>

the billiard

but

in

com-

the same class.

"A

mother

is

good

called

who

ministering to

all

the

physical needs of her children, also adjusts her behavior

ways conducive to their mental health." It is assumed
here that the mother expends a certain quantity of her

in

energy

in ministering to

the physical

all

needs of her

children; the expenditure of this quantity of her energy
in

at

her conduct affects the mental health of her children
the same time, and in this respect stands in the condi-

tion of a natural adjustment, as that

may happen

to be.

By her behavior being more adjusted, the mother's same
energy results in greater mental health to her children,
being

the direction of higher evolution.

in

(TO UK CONTINUED.

I

SUNDAY WORSHIP.
BY CHARLES

One

like to

Mr. Spencer's, that not happiness /;/// evolution itself
By a
it in a word) is the Basis of Ethics.

play not acquainted with

at the

parison of their results to those of the average doings of

would

(expressing

the requirements

being successful or

bad, according to their success or failure
stroke may fail and nevertheless be good

a result

essay I have presented the view in opposition

to

unable to express an opinion whether

is

all

contemplate."
In

skillfully adjusted

than they ordinarily are, the stroke

proximate purposes, has been that of finding for the
principles of right and wrong in conduct at large, a
scientific basis.
To leave this purpose unfulfilled after

making

95
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of the most vivid shocks given by the late

odore Parker

to

England was

his

the theological

statement

Scripture the Jehovah of
fond of « roast veal."

as

from so

K.

slight a cause

is

sensibilities

that,

in

of

The-

New

Old Testament

the Hebrews was represented
The fact of so great a shock
curious, but

not inexplicable.

It is curious, since the people thus spasmodically affected
had all their lives been reading in their "sacred volume"

good and bad in his Data
must contest the truth of his conclusion that good and bad are equivalent to "well or ill
adapted or adjusted to ends," which must mean tnore or
Mr. Spencer says,
less adapted or adjusted to ends.

that,

" the good knife will cut."

the priest must also put twelve loaves of hot bread in

the meaning of the words
oj'

Ethics,

I

find

I

This can be considered only

an abbreviated sentence, for any knife cuts or is
adapted to cutting. A good knife is one with which

as

the person using

it

can,

by the same

labor, achieve

more

from

umbrella

is

called

bad

if

it

the holy place before the

more

protects the bearer

rain less than the average umbrella.

Lord every Sabbath.

It is

no

strange that such preferences should have been

Supreme Being by the early Hebrews
But our Chrisearly Greeks and Romans.

ascribed to the

than by the

cutting than with an average knife.

An

on numerous specified occasions, a bullock, a calf,
a ram, a lamb, or a kid, was to be killed and roasted by
the priest " for a sweet savor unto the Lord," and that

tianity

has

Hebraism

its

that,

roots

so

although

firmly

we may

fixed

in

that

ancient

use the utmost freedom
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in

Roman

speaking of Greek and

any

superstitions,

to

the

removes one of

saints,

and

objections,

their

who have

present mention of the cruder peculiarities of the Old

attracts

Testament faith must he made in that original phraseology which has hccome sanctified by tradition and

hitherto been hostile. Nevertheless, as both the Herald
and the churches seem to me to be wrong in this mat-

custom,

if

the speaker would avoid the imputation of

sacrilege and blasphemy.

speaking

In fact, Mr. Parker's plain-

modern language frightened the majority
generation so much that they really thought him

of

his

an

infidel

in

and

a

devout religious

scoffer, instead of the

ter,

I

tant

zvhat

esteemed

holy; and next,

less

In-

supplying reading matter more instructive and benethat

ficial,

to

is

more truth and

containing

say,

less

should

Sunday

service,

as

ferred on the

ing to be re
taste

have

I

for

community by
by

k1

all,

of every class

the

Sundav paper.

Seek-

provides something to suit the

it

and country, the serious and
and the sportsman, the student,

in city

the frivolous, the scientist

the merchant and the politician.

)f

(

course, while con-

taining something attractive to each class,

contains

it

it}'

writing

at this

Herald

of

time

February

an echo,

is

27, of

Sunday

the Boston

in

what seems

to

me one

Worship,"

churches err

(meaning

in

contended

is

it

laying too

simultaneous

adoration) and too

little

"Sundav Mornour

that
stress

confession,

much upon

Protestant

upon worship
and

supplication

pulpit instruction.

w liter

complains that these churches give us

stinted

worship of the Divine Being; that

all

a

thus the hearty and helpful worship of

There

is

sound worldly wisdom

Sunday Herald,
and

a

trying,

department of worship,
are slipping

welfare

may

one day

in

retain

God

attractive

to

number of

in this

is

much

too

not

in the pulpit; yet, since

to be

the audiences
to

draw

every

well as sinner-, the editor offers terms

the

which

in outsiders.

class,

to the
in

its

saints as

of compromise

devoted to

morals ami religion,

I

righteousness or right fixing and to oppose

inculcate

vice and error; especially to insist

denied

arily

or neglected, and

respecting

the

on the duties customgive warning

to

faithfully

given to

and

which are

practices

evil

countenanced by fashion or custom.

things

If these

done by a competent person, the time
and the money paid for his

instructions

his

support will be well expended.

Should

But should there be no public worship?
chief

now form

occupation of the Sunday mornings of

the

Roman

Catholics and Episcopalians, and which Dissenting con-

gregations seem of late disposed

number and

I

variety

Is

?

against

were

adopt

to

in

there not a strong

greater

presump-

custom so long established, and mainnumerous and so estimable?

reply, the presumption

strong,

statement of

in

their

think the chief function of the sermon should be to

tained by people so

ignored.

is

Sound worldly wisdom: for, while thus adhering
general idea of the Sunday paper by presenting
columns something

week

the important departments of

the pray-

by attractive additions
to

properly be treated

the

tion in favor of a

number of our clergy
year past been moving in that

away from them, ami

preached, and that on both

What,
sin and duty.
sermon be?
seems to me that any subject relating to human

very

since a large

and churches have for
direction,

now

teaching respecting both

tive false

The

ing and most of the praise are done by proxy; ami that

the

very important

those observances cease altogether which

In an editorial article there, entitled

ing

a

then, should a

of the

erroneous doctrines of the pulpit.

is

meaning would exclude the great major-

erroneous and unfounded assumptions, and their posi-

are

my

its

and positive grounds; the

while sometimes controverting the lessons of the pulpit,
In fact, the occasion of

and well worth the trouble of regular

of the sermons

negative

admonition

sometimes echo them.

other words, that the sermon, if it is
is the most
important part of the

be,

the preceding sentence

//"in

word, since

much which each class will pass by with indifference.
Of course, also, its proportion of sermon-like articles,
will

and receiving of

the departments of morals

in

it.

The

It

very great benefits con-

said, are

holding public

attendance and the expense of making suitable provision

error, than the average church sermon.

These,

in

it

most impor-

a

of

the giving

is

particularly

and religion;

lie

Sunday

assemblies on
instruction,

for taking the opposite

— that the chief use, and

our excellent custom

of

use,

At the present day, one of the great reformatory
agencies is the Sunday newspaper.
The Sunday press,
with some faults as obvious as the opposite faults of the
self-styled "religious paper," which it is fast supplanting, is conferring immense benefit on the community in
two ways: first, by counteracting that theological blindness which, pretending that one day of the week must
be recognized as more holy, necessarily allows that the

may

some reasons

will suggest

ground, namely

reformer that he really was.

other six days

support a proportion of those

his

to

there

not

here supposed would be

both

authority

and

reason

it.

First,

authority.

Roman, Episcopal and
and ambassadors

of

The

clergy

of

all

these

seas,

Dissenting, claim to be disciples
fesus,

whom

they

call

Christ.

What did Jesus say about public worship?
The four biographical sketches which give us all
we know about him contain neither injunction nor
recommendation for Public Worship, nor for Sabbath
meetings, nor for Sunday meetings, nor for prayer
meetings, nor for any sabbatical observance whatever.
f fesus sometimes went up to the Temple on the Jewish
1

:
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Sabbath,

was not

it

to join

in

the observances there,

but to teach a better method, righteousness instead of

What

our clergy inculcate as public worship con-

Of

of prayer and praise.

sists

his disciples, "

When

Reason echoes

thou prayest, enter into thy closet."

which

Heavenly Father can

the

the former, Jesus said to

this injunction, since the desire, the con-

fession, the aspiration

man

a

best be

wishes to express

to

person and

in

done

in

private; and this seems most likely to be that
in spirit

As

and

in

"worship

Public Worship,

the multiform variations of applause offered to the Deity

found

It

is

it

And

sentiment of

Prayer may be

as well as respecting

warning against the use of

in his

tions."

— the

our Sunday assemblies

in

Jesus respecting

'-vain repeti-

the worse sort of rulers and potentates, the poorer

who

dignities

and

of their

idea of the

are pleased with public rehearsal
merits.

Supreme Being

to

It

is

not an elevated

suppose that he resembles

such persons; that he really desires intelligent human
beings to occupy themselves periodically in proclaiming

him

to

be holy, just and good, or in kneeling or pros-

him as before a Turkish or
There is no reason to believe that

trating themselves before

an Abyssinian ruler!

God

men

desires

publicly and periodically to "praise"

Judging bv the teaching of Jesus, what God
wants of his human children is obedience, the doing of
what they understand to be duty in their daily lives.
And the true function of the pulpit is to explain and
him.

enforce this duty; to teach the people what they do not

know

in

morals and religion, and to remind them of

those things which, though

known,

gotten, neglected or evaded.

To do

is

to

are apt to be for-

work

this

effectively

perform one of the most important services

civilized

community

;

and

the minister

if

who

to a

does this

has also skill to teach true reverence and conscientiousness to children, to supply to them, in the departments

of morals and religion, that which

and school education, he

is

is

lacking

in

family

one of the greatest of public

Part

effort

[I.

of " organized

labor "

is

to

lower the

wages of the few; to
make an aristocracy of trades, and hold a monopoly of
the knowledge that earns bread; to divide the working
men into a high-wages caste and a low-wages caste,
wages of the many, and

lower

raise the

and unskilled laborers.

are

caste,

day majority.

The

barbarous.

employed

to

Exclusion and pro-

increase the

numbers of the

and reduce the numbers of the higher.

potic statutes

Des-

guard the guilds from intrusion, and crowd
who must work for a dollar

the ranks of the unskilled

would be

It

This proscription

learn a trade."

and the Unions, and the

Guilds,

to

of handicraft than of arithmetic.

keep a bov ignorant

They have no more
him from

right to cripple his usefulness by excluding

the art and practice of bricklaying or printing, than

may be

His power of competition

more

destroyed by either process, and one
the true policy, so

skillful

is

may be

greater, and

this plan

The

we

that

way

is

no

unskilled labor

the product of labor

reward higher

its

By

money.

in

abolish poverty, by the other

we

create

it.

strategy and tactics employed by the aristoc-

racy of labor against

wage

To make

than the other.

cruel

its

poorer brethren, by the high-

low-wage

caste against the

may be

caste,

seen in

promiscuously from the

the following examples taken

papers

—

"Birmingham, Conn.,

There is an extenJan. 4.
the verge of culmination among the
England. They are mostly
cutlerj' grinders of
Englishmen, and control that part of the cutlery business, admitting only their sons or near relatives to learn
on

strike

sive

New

the business."

—

6.
The 4th annual meeting of
Glass Workers' Association began
*
*
*
*
Another feature of the
agreement for next year will be the introduction of a
new clause relative to the apprentice system. Employers claim that at least a few apprentices should be
allowed to each factory."

"Pittsburg, July

the National
here to day.

Window

"At the Pittsburg Convention July 7, 1S86, a western delegate proposed to allow a limited number of
apprentices to be indentured in the trade, the chief
merit of the plan being that only relatives be allozced to
become apprentices. The subject was put over until the
results of the missions of Me-srs. Wallace, Campbell
and Winters could be ascertained."
Here we have
tocracy

of trades,

a

scheme not only

to

make

but also to

leak in the plan

was the drain

glass-blowers from Europe.

BY M. M. TRUMBULL.

scription

him

Knighthoods, have no more right

tious

THE ART OF MAKING POVERTY.

into skilled

is

to let

we must protect
we must crowd him

learn a trade, but

to

to swell the dollar a

dangerous

knights," " to for-

'•

make an

that

hereditary, like the nobility of England.

benefactors.

The

down

here again reason echoes his injunction.

specimens of men,

boy

bid an honest

they have to break his arm.

truth" which Jesus enjoined.

to praise, the other constituent of

weekly

seems hard," say the

It

ourselves, and in order to do that

and ceremonies.

sacrifices, rites

"

a day.

97

To

to

this

aris-

aristocracy

The

vexa-

country of

stop that leak Messrs.

Wallace, Campbell and Winters were sent to England
and Germany. Their mission was to induce the glass-

workers there to put glass-blowing among the occult
sciences, and allow no apprentices to learn it.

"Phila., July 14. -The 400 rug weavers, who have
been on strike at the rug and carpet manufactory of

John Bromley

&

under protest.

The

of the firm
Pitiful

was,

it

Sons, returned to work yesterday
cause of the strike was the refusal
lay off a learner.'
1

to

and mean

''

as that action of the

found imitation

in

carpet-weavers

the conduct of a

still

more
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inferior aristocracy, the nobility of carpet-layers.
is

Here

an extract from a Chicago newspaper:

A

"

meeting

to

form

80

skilled

of carpet-layers

a Carpet-layers

Union.

nobility of those ignorant

was held yesterday
There are from 75 to

carpet-layers in the city, and the object of
the proposed union is to keep up the price of skilled
labor, and keep unskilled men out of t lie business^

form an order of nobility out of
to it is that they sew hams up
in bags, and yet it can be done.
Here is an item from
a newspaper dated June 28, 1SS6:
"Last night the Ham-sewers of Chicago entered the
Knights of Labor. The industry can only be followed
seven months in the year, and the average earnings are
It

seems

consolidated "brotherhoods" of capital.

difficult to

people whose only claim

About one year's apprenticeship is
required before one becomes an expert in bagging hams
neatly.
As the industry is a growing one, measures
are being taken to keep novices out"
the statutes and decrees of this

are not sufficient of themselves to
trious

men

new

chivalry

crowd willing indus-

out of work, and into poverty, the citv and

State governments are appealed to for assistance.

antiquated law, a
tects the

An

of English class privilege, pro-

relic

lawyer trade against the competition of natural

genius, by requiring

all

aspirants

spend so many years

in a

lawyer's

to that profession to
office,

diploma from some law school, or

or to obtain a
pass an

to

at least

If the State may arm the lawyer with
absurd proscription to protect him from the rivalry
of brighter men, why should not the same weapon be
given to the carpenter and the blacksmith, to the news-

convention held

recommended

Xew York

Last winter the

asked the Board of Aldermen

to proscribe a certain class of intruders
fession.

As

the car drivers cast a

their pro-

into

many

<jocxl

votes

their demand was complied with, and "an ordinance
was passed requiring every driver of a car to obtain a
license, and requiring that every

one receiving

shall be 21 years of age, a resident of the state

and of the

Some

city four

a

license

one year,

months."

time ago the newsboys of Chicago demanded

a similar proscription

for their

benefit, but as

votes

their

claim

1

aristocracy like the lawyers.

themselves able

The boys who

considered

tax, marched in long pronewspapers which opposed
the scheme, and poured upon them derision and contempt in tire howling classics peculiar to newsboys.
to

pay the

cession to the offices of the

They

actually

demanded

that they themselves be taxed,

because the

effect of the tax would be to drive their
poorer comrades away from the opportunity to earn a few

coppers by selling newspapers on the
instinctive

selfishness

tactics of the various

imitating

the

street.

Here was

poverty-making

"brotherhoods" of

labor,

and the

the architects

17, 1875,

was

it

State legislatures be petitioned

all

providing

examining

that

boards be

appointed by the governors, the issuing of diplomas to
architects, and the fixing of penalties for practising

without complying with the requirements of the law."

The

constant pressure of a thousand agencies like these

against

weaker members of

the

must crowd

society

thousands out of employment and out of the world.

Improvidence, and

make

the

many

personal

that

vices

poverty, belong to another branch of economics,

and are not considered

Only

here.

public vices

the

born of the social war are here exposed, and ver\ few
of them.
They will suggest others, and show the pov-

erty-making character of

this

struggle

bitter

each other, against plenty, against the

skill

against

that

makes

abundance, against equal opportunities, against freedom
for all

All this poverty-making

our energies.

is

within

the reach of public remedies, and in the application of

those remedies

the solution

lies

of*

the labor problem,

the restoration of peace.
••

ject

and pseudo-Scientific Realism " is the subof an article from the pen of Professor Huxlev, in

Scientific

the current

answer

number of The Xincteenth Century.
assumption of Cannon Liddon, that

In

to the

sci-

ence denies the possibility of miracles, on the ground
that they are violations of natural law, he replies that

to

makes no such denial, as it does not claim
have apprehended the whole region of natural law.

A

law of nature,

true science

the scientific sense,

in

the product ot

is

an operation of the mind upon the data of nature that

come within

the

of

limit

its

observation.

It

would

therefore be irrational to say that a catastrophe of any

kind was miraculous, simply because

plicable

phenomena

as

the ground that there

Up

out

has risen.

gained

at

it

is

as

et

\

to miracles solely

on

an insufficiency of evidence.

gloom

that

the beginning, the aspiring soul of

man

of
in

could not per-

having natural causes, not

apprehended, and withholds assent

shrouded

we

Science looks upon apparently inex-

ceive the cause.

they had

was not allowed. They also
demanded that all newsboys pay a tax of $^ a year.
The effect of this would be to "freeze out' all the boys
who were not able to pay the $5 and make tine rest an
no

" that

November

Louis

in St.

laws

pass

to

examination.

car drivers of

At

of the other professions and trades?

this

boy, the car driver and the architect?

the ragged

than the broadcloth nobility of the high-caste brahmins

$3.00 per day.

Where

Is

boys any more ignominious

the

What

thick

of

intellectual

strivings, antagonisms,

the expense

of millions of

what heights

lives

have the

What a distance from the beast to
Perhaps some human heart, dwelling amid the

years witnessed.

man.
awful strife, was touched with the light of future day,
and gained a momentary glimpse of the beyond. Perhaps that soul knew that one day love should be the
law, that when the light of truth should have broken
through error and illumined its depths, the disenthralled
souls of men would rise responsive to its beauty.
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in

31,

it,

A

generations.

mind

who

is

quirements of morality,

Deeds are followed by consequences which can he
ohserved
lief

once and by everybody.

The

results of be-

are less direct and cannot always be traced to their

source.
liefs

at

A

man's

with which

ent, manifest

acts appeal to the senses,
his

conduct

themselves

in

may be

ways

so

while

his be-

glaringly inconsist-

numerous, subtle and

imperceptible, and frequently blossom forth and ripen
the fruit of action

those at

at

in

periods and places so remote from

which they were expressed,

between the beliefs and

to the race.

Hence

escapes ordinary observation.

the popular no-

any signifihuman progress, and that a man's in-

tion that theoretical beliefs are of but little if

cance as factors in

fluence should be judged chiefly by his character as
ifested

in

his conduct.

But

a

belief

man-

adopted by one

whose conduct is scarcely affected by it because determined by inherited tendencies, early impressions, or social
environments,

may through

his

influence, be adopted by

may prove
it

is

great benefaction

a

that a false theory advo-

by a sincere and enthusiastic philanthropist, and
recommended by his own purity of life and nobility of
character, may in time poison a community, producing
possibly a moral cancer which only the surgery of revolution and war can cut out of the social system, still
leaving perhaps the taint of disease to be combated and

cated

overcome

Error incorporated

the on-going years.

in

makes harmonious dedeeply it is immore
impossible;
and
the
velopment
established
and
firmly
numerous
planted and the more
is forced
character
which
the
adjustments
to
are the false
suffergreater
the
the
the
disease,
in accommodation to
of
conditions
permanent
before
the
ing to be endured
reached.
healthy growth can be
into individual or social character

Clear thinking, then,

man

living; and the

quite as important as correct

is

make

wdio helps to

aright thereby helps to

advance not only

others think

intellectual hut

moral progress, and to augment the sum of human hapHe, on the contrary, however unexceptionable
piness.
conduct and pure

his

is

as

much

the

who helps to befog,
men by sophistry and

motives,

his

mystify and confuse the minds of

enemy of moral

Slovenliness

in

is

certain in time

Thought cannot he

morals.

in

as of intellectual

thought

divorced from conduct, even though the thought, true or
erroneous, of one generation shows itself the most conspicuously

in

the conduct of succeeding generations.

teacher of error

way

may

be sincere, but his sincerity in

A
no

severs the connection between cause and effect, and

therefore in no

way

diminishes the results of the error.

Indeed, intellectual error
sincerity

of

its

is

harmful

in

proportion to the

adherents, upon which

its

growth de-

pends.

The

that the connection

their legitimate effects generally

rough uncounted

regardless of the con-

not only

Equally true

to result in slovenliness

RIGHT THINKING

t*

tluory originating in

political or social

one

of

who

influence the conduct

ventional standards, hut even the just and reasonable re-

advancement.

1SS7.

may profoundly

and modify the conditions of millions

error,

THURSDAY, MARCH

shall

invention,

the moral character of the individual

whatever
hist announces

the

Associate Edituk.

it

the formation

thought, a theory, a discovery or an
l>r

1

dead,

is

in

of character and the determination of conduct.
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poison lurking

many

in

theories

is

the

more

effectually hidden, like the serpent in a bed of roses,

drapery

the

of language

and

a

false

by

sentimentality

which, while they charm, often conceal the implicaand absurdities of a belief; hut time, the unimpassioned ally of truth, strips such theories of all that detions

ceived and deluded men, and shows their real results

in

the moral rottenness as well as the intellectual deformity
to

which they
It is

lead.

evident that he who,

in

laying stress on conduct
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little if any importance to theory or belief,
and computes men's influence wholly or mainly from
the acts by which they project themselves out upon the

lawed.

field of

their

attaches but

active labor, ignoring; or assigning to a second-

ary place the influence of thinkers and teachers, takes a

view

of

that

life

is

narrow and narrowing

The importance

dency.

in its ten-

of right conduct and the value

A

religious organization has a perfect right to

where its belief or creed may be
Those who go there will be drawn because of
sympathy with such creed or teaching. But public

establish an institution

taught.

schools and state universities are no longer public or for

when

the people

a religion

there insisted upon that

is

lacks the sanction of the general mind.

In justice to

all,

of direct moral teaching, both by precept and example,

the principal religious beliefs should he studied in our

and of moral agencies and influence of every kind are
tted by all.
There is not so general an apprecia-

universities in the light of science, all

adm

work of

tion of the

those

crease knowledge, and

who

stimulate thought, in-

science and philosophy, as

in

well as in poetry and song, help to educate the race

in

ments, should not be asserted where veracity

the principles of truth anil virtue.

number of the Fortnightly Review ProHuxley has a reply to W. S. Lilly, who in a few
pages attempts to show the utter infeasibilitv of finding

As

In a late

fessor

any

satisfactory scientific basis for morals,

hints

bosom of

the

only

the

that

the

safety

Roman

the

for

and distinctly

race

within

lies

Catholic Church.

In

Pick-

A

fessor Huxley's article entitled " Science and Morals:

estly asserts that

duct.

a

upon morality

insists

independent of either

as

ize

man,

is

tion of the

and

tible,

worn

Morality

his existence.

to set

its

which

it

is

indestruc-

has so long

true character, there

is

up the hue and cry of danger when these

Science hears the grumbling
of the Church; she hears the accusation of "Materialism," but keeps faithfully at her work of drudgery.
.She sees order

where

evolutionary process

there
is

is

The

seeming disorder.

clear before her eyes, and

that the safety of morality lies in

she

wit!

i

chaos as surely as

it

follows physical

tres-

;

*

"Science

In

Religious Education," published

in

February numbers of the Popular
Science Monthly, Daniel G. Thompson pleads for
tlie
abandonment of religious teaching (other than
in

in

will sooner or later

is

who

one

a Chris-

rejects the Di-

docs

hat,

I

he

people, but he

is

a believer by church
winding way' towards the ac-

not indorsed as

is

knowledgment
lar

an Infidel really, though nominally a

is

lie

Christian.

'on

of

his

more independence,

and fashionable hour

shall

tions are given here because

" funny

column

" in

— when the popuThese

arrive."

The Open Court

defini-

has no

which they can be copied.

There
erals,

is

among the National Libamong many of the Conservatives

great dissatisfaction

and not

a little

over Bismarck's concessions to the Vatican, which are

Voss/ic/ic-

strengthen the Papal

as a reaction likely to

Germany but
Zeitung : " Not only

elsewhere.

not only in

is

the

the undisputed victor in the contest, hut

Says the

Roman

church

Germany's

lead-

ing statesman has even appealed to the papacy for help

religious belief that are so evident

make

praise

instill into

The

and schools generally.
this

present system of education
calculated to

Infidel

overcome the opposition, which, after all, is composed
men who, though his political enemies, are his own
countrymen." The government papers bestow liberal

universities

wide differences

probably an Infidel under

vine authenticity of the Bible, and as a Free Religionist

power

#

the January and

scientific)

is

name, because an

looked upon

with physical disease.
*

In

—

abandoning the

assumptions of theology and holding to a
the order of Nature, which follows immorality

social

pass,-,

it

Another question asked is:
Free Religionist is— whether Christian or Infidel as I
am having a controversy on the subject?" Our venerable contemporary of the East answers is follows: "A

unfounded
belief in

is

what Monism
"Can you tell me what

law of

the clothing of creeds

statement

If this

don't exactly understand

tian

obstructions are laid aside.

knows

we

be that

rather striving to give him a rational concep-

has been found to hide

no reason

may

God, the other mod-

a

is

does not know.

it

"No; one

editor replies:

no agreement between them, though

is

Free Religionist

if

this the

presumptuously affirms there

is."

God, but

To

Couitr says:"

to find an indestructable basis for the rules of right con-

of these considerations, and so far from tending to bestial-

looks to the Past for re-

still

and accordingly " B. D.," of Chicago, thus
inquires of the Boston Investiga'or : "Do you consider
Monism and Agnosticism to mean the same as our Open

Reply," an exactly oppisite view is taken. Science is
attempting the work that the Church has neglected, i. c,
neither denies nor asserts the existence of a

West

of old the

regarded.

is

ligious light,

correct there

It

the evidence for

and against them being presented, that conclusions may
be drawn by individual minds unhampered by any theological assumptions. Truth alone should be the basis of
teaching, and what is not truth or unverifiable state-

demand
in

young minds

The

imperative.

our universities

is

one

religious prejudices

that cannot fail to be detrimental to their highest interests, scientific criticism of

theological

dogmas being

out-

to

of

on Bismarck's action

as effective statesmanship,

but the concessions seem generally to be regarded as of
the purely opportunist character,

grounds for belief
church will

lonsr

that

the peace

be maintained.

and

to

afford

small

compact with the

:

:
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American and German naturalists,
including Haeckel, are now striving to show what good
service the daring Frenchman, Lamarck, did, in expounding an important law of nature which has not been

number

of

One

.adequately recognized, even by evolutionists.

of

neo-Lamarckians, Prof. Hyatt, recently read a

these

paper on "Effort

in

Evolution," before a club where

Darwin's views had never been brought without exciting eager opposition. The lecturer, while plainly
rejecting the fancy of special supernatural creation, and

acknowledging the correctness of the principle
of natural selection, said that Darwin had simply built
on Lamarck's foundation; and that no admiration of the
superstructure should prevent our keeping in mind the

themselves what they are by their

improve from generation

these traits

value of the great truth on which

show

to their attempts

at

ponds

Many

based.

is

largely due

is

conformity with changed conditions

Among

environment.

of

it

that the structure of animals

minute inhabitants of

the

some which

of fresh water are

are found in a

greatly different form in brackish pools; while

where the water

species occurs

down

breaking

of a

dam

at

intensely

is

repairing

as

naturalist

ment
were

in

dam

the

did

in

one direc-

in

made members,

one

of

first

The

other.

the

who observed this has since tried the
his own aquarium, where the same

actually

The

salt-works has been found

to bring about a transformation of species
tion;

third

a

salt.

experi-

and

interest,

always a corresponding difference in size; but Prof. Hyatt found on examination of
five hundred lobsters that the right claw was the large
one with one-half of them, and the left claw with the
other, showing that not only the size of the claw but
blunt ones, and there

is

the shape of the teeth

is

One

the individual possessor.
its

another does his

left

in

to the peculiar habits

lobster uses his right

of

claw

claw, and both claws and teeth

That the dog's wild

take form accordingly.

hunt

due

relations

packs, while the cats hunt singly, seems due to

a

greater

to

in

amount of natural

the other.

sociability

in

one family

theory of evolution

this

the lines

in

*'

Am!

striving to be

Mounts through

in. in

:ill

worm,

the

the spires of form."

*

#

*

The

bequest of the late Lord Gilford to the four universities of Scotland fur the support of free independent
lectures on National Theology by prominent thinkers
11

quote from the

of," to

"any denomination what-

will,

ever, or of no denomination at all,"

way
no

of thinking, or, as

religion, or they

is

may

sometimes

"of any religion or
they

said,

may be

of

he so-called skeptics or agnostics

or free-thinkers." provided only that they be "reverent

men, true thinkers, sincere lovers of and earnest
quirers after the truth,"

is

of interest to

all

Science of Comparative Religions and to

The Scots/nan

independent thought.
be the

first

for a time
first

amongst

all

friends of

"This

will

Theological

tests

Put Lord Gif-

us.

their coffin.

into

nail

in-

lovers of the

says:

step in a great revolution.

linger yet

To

all

men they will soon appear as grinning anatomies, and
before very long there will he a general cry to have
them buried

out of sight."

*

*

of the lobster's claws has sharp teeth and the other

one

be substantially the

to

have followed

to

ford has driven the

again,

generation, the

to

views of Prof. Hyatt, and many
Emerson is known to have studied Lamarck with great

species,

Then

out

share them with him.

animals

then of another species, and then of a third, and finally

salt.

understand

will

carried back into their original form, simply by increas-

ing or diminishing the amount of

we

least,

at

work

hope, that as

society will he reformed accordingly.

whole structure of
Such,

to

effort

we may

their ruling traits of character, so

cordially

facts

IOI

*-

FebWilliam Rossiter discusses the alienation of the English laboring
The teaching of an anticlasse- from the Church.
quated theology that has no answer for the great
In an article entitled • Artisan Atheism," in the

ruary

number

of the Nineteenth Century,

social questions of the day,
is

in

direct opposition

to

and that
the

in

known

some

particulars

truth, this, taken

along with the fact of a comfortable and satisfied clergy
that has no sympathy with him and his low condition,
the English artisan farther and
is drawing
is what
farther

away from

the fold of the

dominant

faith.

Elephants, too, though not needing to

as-ociate for mutual advantage, do so for mutual pleasure.

The Congregationlist has never had

the least

sym-

M

inkeys so far overleap the law of '•survival of the
fittest," (as interpreted by some persons) as to pick out

pathy with Henry

Beecher's liberal theological

views, but of the

his

thorns from disabled comrades, and otherwise preserve
Thus, there is constant
the wounded and enfeebled.

observer

eff>rt, not

only to meet changes

in

environment, but to

carry out peculiarities ot habit and temper,

of individual

effort has

had much more

to

rhis

do

in

power

shaping

the original structure of each species than natural selec-

Ward
man and

work

it

now generously

Probably no one face of this generation has been more universand no one voice has ever thrilled a
larger multitude with its humor, its pathos, and its trumpet calls

ally recognized than hi-

;

A* preacher, lecturer, editor, author, he filled a large
As a theologian, he had an influspace in the popular thought.
and no one man probably has
ence larger than he really earned
done more than he to bring the chinches to a condition of departo action.

;

tion,

which seldom comes

until

it

enough

has had time to
to

crowd

into

make

one another.

play for

any species

its members numerous
And, as men have made

ture from the old standards, which, in

tudes of others,

we have

some

so deeply deplored.

respects, with multi-

—
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A htte writer has urged the union of the Catholic
and Protestant Churches, on the ground that they would
thus be able to cope more successfully with their common enemy,
of

feeling'

measures

science.

not to be wondered

It is

at that a

should lead them to take some

insecurity

for the preservation of that

which they hold

common, but a union of religious bodies whose tenets
are, in some respects, antagonistic, would be a paradox
in

unparalleled in history.

upon

inexplicable except

It is

the hypothesis of friendship springing up between im-

when

power greater than

placable

enemies,

either

gradually forcing them to the wall.

is

case, all sincerity

is

Rev. Canon
writes on "

forgotten

This

self-preservation.

third

a

is

what

Fremantle, an

Theology Under

its

this

tion of theology has left but

The

structure.

been given up, as
losophy
is

a

The

of evolution.

who

people

of Deity

is

professed

Fall of

Man"

superiority of Christianity

in a

great measure from the

Finally

it.

admitted, and with

it,

the inscrutableness

as a matter of course,

teaching claimed as inspired will stand or

all

has

of the teaching of the phi-

result

admitted to have come

of

for.

agrees with or antagonizes the facts of

a great military procession,

as

fall,

it

school, also one representing the Aztec temples, and
accompanied by men in Indian costume.
In the
morning the President and government officials in
citizen's dress walked down from the Plaza to the

Alameda through

the

principal streets.

*

*

#

How Should Labor Organize?"
columns of the Catho/ic Rez>ieu\ in
which often appears sound and wise advice to workingmen, we quote with approval the following extract:
It is one of the absurdities of American human nature toFrom

in

an article on "

the editorial

fancy that every conceivable social benefit

and

tician, a legislature,

of this country

phy,

out

of

the

and experience.

ment proceeds
ing

formed by philosofurnished by
observation

conception of the universe

in

data

is

This conception the
to color

and

senti-

idealise,

and while seek-

we

also project into

the svinbol of the infinite

it

religious

human

element, which returns to us an echo of our
questionings and yearnings. An apparent conflict arises

it

a

between free thought and the religious sentiment, as
soon as any conception of the cosmos fails to agree with
the demands of science.
The hostility in this case is
between two scientific conceptions, the elder of which,
having become outworn by the advance of knowledge,
is

still

retained

question of

by

time.

religion.

Its

elimination

Experience teaches that

greater or less period of searching for a
religious

forms,

more

in

sentiment

and

always

formulates a

trees

itself

conception of

new
from
the

is

but a

after

a

basis, the

the

old

universe

keeping with the developments of science and

the needs of the existing social order.
*
*
#

A

correspondent in Mexico City, writing of the
feast days observed by the native Mexicans,
says:
"There was a national celebration on the 16th
of September.
I think it was to
celebrate the date

day-

was a

church celebration) was the day of the dead. I don't
know whether it was to remind people of their mortality or not, but in a way they seemed to take a
cheerful view of it. There were booths for the sale
of toys and confectionery all round the Plaza, and
the toys were little hearses, and dolls in mourning
dresses, and dancing-skeletons; and the confectionen' shops had sugar skulls and thigh bones conspicuously displayed for sale.
The effect was, on the
whole, not as ghastly as might have been expected.'"

when

law,

a

in

stand outside the political garden.

A

The

after the Feast of All Saints (which of course

ences for good and against evil

life.

with cars represent-

ing the different industries of Mexico; the military

of the original

little

The

doctrine of "

writer asks

English Churchman,
Changed Conditions,"
March. The purifica-

The Fortnightly Reviciv for
very

in

In this

common motive

in the

was

special to

are an

do with

example.

politics, yet a

in

the

The

is

conferred by a poli-

fact the

very best influ-

State are those

which

religious organizations

Without having anything
them is a thing

declaration from

to be respected and feared.
The pernicious influence of the
monied corporations is well known. The influence of honorable
men, whose names stand with thousands as synonyms of virtue
and truth, is very powerful in this nation. Do not these facts

point the

way

for

the feet of labor advocates and leaders?

stead of walking the long,

would

it

thorny,

uncertain

road

of

In-

politics,,

not be belter to organize outside with a view to influence

the present political parties, to influence the public opinion of the

country and create

a

sentiment

in

favor of just treatment?

Says John Morley in an article on " Byron:"
The greatest poets reflect, beside all else, the broad-bosomed
haven of a perfect and positive faith in which mankind has for
some space found shelter, unsuspicious of the new and distant
wayfarings that are ever in store. To this band of sacred bards
few are called, while perhaps not more than four high nameswould till the list of the chosen; Dante, the poet of Catholicisms
Shakespeare, of Feudalism Milton, of Protestantism; Goethe
;

new

which is as yet without any universally recognized label, hut whose heaven is an ever closer harmony betweenthe consciousness of man and all the natural forces of the universe; whose liturgy is culture, and whose deity is a certain high
composure of the human heart.
of that

faith

many

when Mexico first became a Republic, Hidalzo was
the hero of that day and his picture flourished in all
the windows of stores and private houses.
There

The mind
and

liberal,

of the scholar,

should come

in

if

you would have

it

large

contact with other minds..

armor should be somewhat bruised by
rude encounters even, than hang forever rusting on the
It is

better that his

wall.

Loiigfellozv.
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EDMUND MONTGOMERY.*

DR.

Edmund Montgomery

Dr.

born

\v:is

towards the establishment of

Edinburgh,

in

His father was a

His parents were Scotch.

in 1835.

to Paris

remainder of

Of

many.
but

Frankfort,

in

whom

fact that his attention

1S50, he

was deeply

he saw

pass daily

was directed

When he

with

liyed in

Schopenand

his poodle,

when most

the great pessimist regarded

At

life

interested in

he regarded as a philosopher

man.

him

as

people

mad

a

the age of fourteen he had been ostracized

for refusing to be confirmed, after haying passed through

The

the usual religious instruction.

Clergymen

public scandal.

him.

convert

From

himself

found

soon

\

ied

matter became

a

with one another to

being the most popular boy he
isolated,

saddened him profoundly for

and

many

the

years.

circumstance

Some

thinkers

take a lesson from

to

the avenues

all

he became acquainted with Feuerbach and attended
Heidelberg the lecture*- of Moleschott and of Kuno

Fischer and discussed matters with them.

He

man philosophy before
summary of

contains a

of learning open to

Dr.

had

fre-

Montgomery

One

Kant.

section of the

published

English,

in

work

which Dr. Sterling

the Critique

one of the best authorities

in

his

reply to

Fortnightly Review
for October, 1872, p. 413, admits to be accurate and
praiseworthy.
Dr. Montgomery's reply to the assumption on which the Critique is built, viz., that our ideas
of Time and Space are given us from within as a priori
in the

of experience, without
whose direction
knowledge would be impossible. Sterling calls the germ
conditions

of our author's thought.

Montgomery

Dr.

years

later
.at

China and keep

ing as true whatever can be tortured consistently out of
established ideas, according to the formal logic in Ger-

whom

who saw

conception

we know

the circumstances of his early

early to natural science and philosophy.

hauer,

and reactionary

tive

a physiological

In the preface the author advises conserva-

He urges the study of nature and of' things
students.
themselves, instead of trying to reach truth by accept-

beyond the

little

of nature."

When but four years old he was
where he remained till he was nine. The
his youth was passed at Frankfort, Ger-

prominent lawyer.
taken

103

refutation

whole

of

says:
-'There needs only the
one fundamental position, and the

this

laborious

"Time and

sinks

fabric

Space, as

helplessly

together."

are only abstractions,

infinities,

quent intercourse with prominent philosophers who had
been pupils of Scheliing, Fichte and Hegel, especially

and are never given us a priori. Under every true
perception of space and time lies a portion of that

At Bonn he attended Helm-

raw material of knowledge, consisting in
by muscular action."
Kant was not enough of a physiologist to see how
closely our mental activity, which enables us to know-

with Hofrath

Kapp.

holtz's lectures on

began

to

the Physiology of the .Senses, and

formulate psychophysical problems,

— problems

now go under the name of ''physiological psycholHe studied at German universities from 18^2 to
ogy.
858— -Heidelberg, Berlin, Bonn, Wurzburg (where he
became M. D. Prague and Vienna. He had gone
that

1

'

empirical

feelings called into consciousness

Time and Space,

is

that enables us to

become conscious

connected with our muscular activity,
of motion against and

1

among

external objects; and to verify those generaliza-

|

through Comte's suggestive and original, even though
tedious works, in French before he went to England,

where he
tives of

studied Mill and Bain and other representa-

the association

Darwin and

philosophy.

He

had studied

arrived at his main philosophical conclusions

All philosophical systems appeared to him merely
alent at the time being, and he

all,

life

prev-

was deeply impressed with

the need of a Philosophy of Organization.

But

first

of

Kant, the most powerful introspective philosopher,

had to be encountered.
In his student davs he had gone
through the Critique of Pure Reason at least five times,
and the whole thing was alive before his eyes. The
result was a book whose title may be translated thus:

Kanfs Theory of Knowledge Refuted from
In the original German

pirical Sta>idpoiut.

Kantische Erkenntnisslehre widerlegt
punkte tier Empiric, Munich, 187 1.
It is,

as the sub-title says,

"a preliminary

admitted her claim; but
that mathematical

before he read anything of Herbert Spencer's.
reflex-thoughts from the conception of organic

from observation and experience, which we become
by such empirical verification to accept as the
fundamental axioms of mathematics. Transcendentalism has made mathematics her stronghold; and Kant
tions,

entitled

the
it

is,

EmDie

vom Stand-

comes,

maintains

like all other

knowledge, from without. His arguments are unusually
adduced to show that the necessity,
which compels us to combine a variety of impressions

of color, resistance, temperature, etc., into a perception

of some external object does not
our minds, as Kant thought, but

Xo wonder

itself.

gomery

that

that his excellent

lie in

in-

the structure of

that of the object

Haeckel writes to Dr. Montbook is now often quoted in

controversy .f
Montgomery's views of Kant mav also be found in these
"The Dependence of Quality on Specific Energies,"
(Mind, No. XVII, 1SS0). "The Substantiality of Life " (Mind, No
XXIII, July, 1SS1).
"Causation and its Organic Condition-"

f Dr.
essays:

Xo.''s

XXVI, XVII and XXVII,

Knowledge" (Mind, No.

XXXV,

1SS2).

"

"The

Object

Space and Touch"
{Mind,
1SS5).
"Transcendentalism and Evolution " (The Index, March 26 and April
"Scientific
Theism"
(The
hidcx,
2, 18S5).
March 11 and iS,
" Plato and Vital Organization," read before the Concord
1SS6).
School of Philosophy, July 26, 18S6, {The Index, August
of

*This account h:is been prepared partly from publications of Dr. Montgomery, and partly from data supplied by unpublished letters written by Dr.
Montgomery to B. F. I'nderwood from iSS^ to 1SS7.

really

clear, as are those

{Mind,

contribution

Montgomery

Dr.

knowledge

No.'s

18S4).

XXXVIII, XXXIX and XL,

THE OPEN COURT.
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Before publishing this book he had begun a series of
experiments which we cannot here describe at
He has for years
length or pass final judgment on.

Royal Society's authority on such subjects. He opposed
Dr. Montgomery's chemical views and succeeded in preventing their publication in the transactions.
Richard

been striving to overthrow the cell-theory, still generally held by men of science, one of the most eminent

Owen

scientific

of

whom

brought

has described
into

himself as

harmonious action by

"a cell-aggregate
a co-ordinative

ma-

"What

can

all

philosophical speculation avail," says

Dr. Montgomery, " without an understanding of vitality
and organization? If molecules or cells really build up

complex organisms, then there

is

no escape from the

assumption of a supernatural spirit, governing vital
I, for one, could find no peace
formation and activity.
this question

"till

1

From

'

was

1S60

positively settled one
to

way

or the

1863 he had a laboratory

at St.

Thomas's Hospital, where he examined all the material
afforded by the institution, which is one of the largest
Employing new methods, he soon found
in London.
out that the secret of

life

render

this

evident, not

not contained in a set of

is

mysterious properties shut

up

in

so-called cells.

To

only through observation of

through

Burlington

and

He

had

faculty,

end

to

his sci

just

imitating almost every

cell

form.

been elected Lecturer on Physiology by the

when the effects of a dissecting wound
his London career, and for many years
Lung trouble obliged him
ntific work.

from working with the microscope.
[866 was he able

to present

Not before

tist

work

the end

the results of his pre-

object particularly to Kant's failure to acknowledge the full influThe same objection is
ence over thought of the external world.
urged in Tin Index, for April j, 1SS5, March 18, iSN6and Aug2,

18N6.

Dr. Montgomery says of Kantism in The hidt \ is little
more, however, than a prelude to his attacks on much more
popular systems of transcendental philosophy, which he compares
" The question is, what underlies the
with his own view thus
wide-spread displav and endless train of conscious occurrences
And what is
that, for each of us, make up the world we know ?
Genuine transcendentalism answers:
the real meaning of it all ?
The absence of our being consists in a spiritual organization or
subject, autonomously weaving steady experience out of the everchanging conscious phenomena and it all means the more or
less adquate understanding of that which eternally and unalterGenuine naturalism
ably subsists in a universal consciousness.
answers
The true subject and bearer of the conscious display
is that abiding something of ours which we perceive as our living
organization, and its conscious affections signify to us the recognition of our own relations to the entire economy of sense-compelling influences which we call the world."
" We have ambiguously to decide for one or the other of these
extreme views. Consistent thinking can discover no compromise. Our being is either wholly natural or wholly spiritual." "In
:

;

:

street,

1

S67.

&

accounts of

Its

Sons, Newthe natural

production of cells are so clear and

Owen

cites

it

satis-

as an

gomery, we cannot admit that "the units of which
organisms are composed owe their origin to some mysterious act of that mysterious entity, life, by which in
addition to their material properties, they become endowed with those peculiar metaphysical powers constituting vitality." On the other hand "the organic units,
like those of inorganic bodies
<>f

similar

— the

crystals

— form,

by

inherent qualities," and assume "neces-

modes of appearance as soon as certain chemical
compounds are placed under certain physical conditions."'
former view be

"If the

true,

then

we must

evolution, a

of

a

for

a

continuity

in

the

chasm between the organic

the contrary, the latter view be correct then

argues

clearly

break

and inorganic world never to be bridged over.

and

1

Edmund Mont-

to pass

to the

What

Formation of So-

sequence

lying

ust

the

also, to

Question Underami "The Previous
1SS6),
19,
Theism' versus Naturalism" (The Index,
'Scientific
"Space and Touch,"
In
the essay on
October 14, 1S86).
he remarks that his book "vaguely ascribed to muscular sensations what I now know to be accomplished bv directly t'elt posiThe essays on
tions not dependent on sensations of movement."
" Causation," " The Obiect of Knowledge" and " Substantiality,"
12

On

understand that there exists naturally

Royal Society. Lionel Beale, a pieand theological partisan, happened then to be the

vious

pages:

put an

the winter in the south, and eye trouble prevented him

of

sixty

"important contribution
to the philosophy of physiology" (Anatomy of Vertebrates, volume 3, page 564).
According to Dr. Mont-

sary

in artificially

artificial

factory that

demonstration, he prepared a substance with which he

succeeded

of

if

gomery, M.D.; London, John Churchill

dint

also

the time a spontaneous

Called Cells in Animal Bodies ; by

experimental

but

cell-forms,

natural

at

saying that

letter,

volume

chinery.''

other.

wrote

and appreciahe had been there this would
not have happened.
Next year he published the paper
at his own expense.
It forms a handsomely printed

tive

of

development,

it

a

chemical elaboration which ultimately results

If, or»

strongly

gradual
in

those-

high compounds, which, under surrounding influences,
manifest those complex changes called vital."
no way can our veritable being be both together

a spiritual subconstituting experience by dint of its own power, and alsoan organic subject, experiencing its naturally constituted funcExperience is either exclusively organic or exclusively
tions.
hyper-organic," (Mind, 1S84, p. 1).
In another published essay, he savs:
"The two great cosmological conceptions which are now struggling against each other
for supremacy, involve inevitably as ultimate result the decision:
Whether life be indeed a deplorable aberration from the original
fullness of thought-steeped being; or whether it be rather a desirable unfolding of more and more intense and ample world consciousness." "Either the human body in its progressive organization has to be cherished ;.s the only true temple and revealing
oracle in the universe, or complete extrication from every bodily
impediment must become the chief aim of human exertion.'"
" Consistent rationalistic transcendentalism is of necessity hostile
Its ethics
to the fulfilments of nature, to the aims of vital being.
do not consistently yield rules of action, hut rules of restraint from
action, leading like all supernatural codes to unmitigated acenticism."
"The object of its striving must ever be diametrically
Evolution points to a lifeopposed to that of natural evolution.
Transcendentalism involves total
affirming, life-exalting faith.
"
Shall we then, for any visionary hankering
life-negation."
after individual bliss forsake the wide-spread vital misssion inShall we, as called
grained in every fibre of our mystic frame?
upon bv trancendentalism for the dream of an incommensurable
self beatitude or spiritual quiescence, desert the creative task
allotted to us by whatever is underlying nature and its unaccountable growth, the task here among our fellow-beings under joy
and anguish to work out the higher life of that all-compromising
organization of which we are veritable personations ?"
ject,

;

THE OPEN COURT.
At

the time Dr.

hook he

Montgomery published

laboratory

a

hail

this

little

the Zoological Gardens

at

during the summer months, where he met and conversed
often with Darwin, and deferentially entered into the

who was

thought of the great naturalist

working out

his hypothesis of

who was

of the cell theory, and

were

problems

talk

to

then

not open to
There were plenty

naturally

Dr. Montgomery's special views.
of other

just

Pangenesis on the basis

about and on these, views

freely exchanged.

motility," (Webster's Dictionary, for instance,

"motility" as "the

"Thus

obscure disciple, would never venture to come forward
with a view of my own.
But it so happened that by

some

fortunate

accident

believe, to be caught in

impenetrable guise.

neous protoplasm.

molecular theory of

or in

vitality

spontaneous generation of any of the forms of

life

now

known.
After leaving the hospital he practiced for
Madeira, Mentone and

with

moderate

a

science and

Rome;

competence,

six years

but in 1S69 he retired
to

devote

himself

to

philosophy, which had been his purpose

He

had meanwhile become more
philosophical problems
which had so intensely perplexed him could be solved
onlv through an understanding of vitality and organiza-

from the beginning.

convinced than ever that the

what is life? He could find no peace till this
question was positively settled one way or the other.
after publishing his
Accordingly he came in. 87
protest against Kant's authority, to Tex is, where he
has resided ever since on his estate, Liendo plantation,
Hempstead. He says that: " The first seven years here
in the South were devoted to laborious biological retion.

Life!

1

No

1

,

His principal objects of
observation have been minute animals of the simplest
searches.

structure,

shapeless

writing

at all."

distinguishable

from

lumps, without visible

head,

barely

plants,
li

rib,

mere

eve, or

mouth, and variously known as monera, protozoa and
last name denoting their capacity of chang-

amoeba?, the

ing form indefinitely, by alternate expansion and contraction in

one or more directions.

"Spontaneous

results.

herself, as

I

my

presence without her usual
could not help seeing what others

teen

I

consecutive

years (from

five

Day and day (sometimes
and

hours),

1S72 to 1S77)

those slow and

he says,

motility,"

month
I

after

for eigh-

month

for

kept close watch on

monotonous movements.

Prom

near

and far a vast array of specimens were gathered showing every imaginable variation of this one central

pushing forward and retracting of projec"I followed the sluggish current of hyaline "
(or transparent) "material, issuing from globules of
most primitive living substance. Persistently it forced
its way."
"Gradually, however, its energies became
activity, the

tions."

exhausted,
tion,

at

'till,

last,

it

stopped an immovable projec-

stagnated to death-like rigidity.

perhaps,
of the

it

Thus, fur hours
remained stationary, one of many such rays

many

kinds of protoplasmic

By degrees,
would come to

stars.

then, or sometimes quite suddenly, help

from foreign but congruous sources. It could be seen
combine with outside complemented material drifted
to it at random.
Slowly it would thereby regain its
it

to

vital mobility,

shrinking

at

first.

But gradually, com-

pletely restored and reincorporated into the

of

life,

Mow

it

was ready

of a

new

to take part

again

onward

in the

tide

progressive

On

the other hand, I watched also
more highly elaborated but still
homogeneous protoplasm," etc. " So I continued watching and pondering till it all seemed clear to me, till these
ray.

the brisk current of

primitive displays of vital activity had disclosed— to the

—

my own mind the constitution and interdependence of the elementary properties of life."
The results concerning motility are stated as follows:
satisfaction of

This capacity of motion or motility, has been made
a special study by Dr. Montgomery and with very
important

I

nature allowed

in vain.
By some strange faswas drawn into giving careful attention to
the peculiar amoeboid movements displayed by homoge-

on the strength of them. They influenced Dr. Bastian's
Beginwi>igs of Life. Dr. Montgomery, however, never

at

when I began my protoplasmic
masters have failed, surely I, their

"Where

cination,

in a

defines

contractility.")

matters stood

studies."

Montgomery's conclusions
adopted, and extravagant theories of life were erected

believed either

moving

faculty of

have so long sought for

various quarters, Dr.

In

io 5

"

I

first

showed

that the

pushing forth of protoplasmic

"constitutes the most salient and characteristic feature of

projections and not the subsequent contraction of

animal

vitality.

become

the clref desideratum of physiology.

same, constitutes the fundamental act of vitality; that
contraction is dependent on previous spontaneous and
active expansion."
Thus the existence of vital spon-

Its

scientific

explanation

had

thus

When

were first carefully noticed, the
attention of investigators was naturally arrested by the
strange display of their ama'boid movements.
But,
importing at once from muscular physiology the conception that vital motility is due to a specific property,
called contractility, scientific curiosity was pacified by
amoeboid forms of

life

simply giving the name of contractile substance to the

moving proplasm. The
was here also allowed to

occult property, 'contractility'

pass as an explanation of vital

the

taneity or self-initiated movement, which had
been
denied by biologists and declared impossible by physicists
in general,

was proved by

actual observation. "

A certain

organic substance expands under chemical composition

and afterward contracts under chemical decomposition.

by the dynamical influences
is brought about by its
own inherent chemical affinity." Thus, "the display of
Its

disintegration

of the

medium.

is

Its

incited

integration
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living motion on the part of the protoplasm, which has
hitherto been contemplated under the aspect of an occult

property

vital

consist

called 'contractility,' has

been proved

to

and

contraction

of

an alternate expansion

in

organic substance, accompanying

motility

during

ing

He

how

also demonstrates

of the animal form, —
shape,
layer,

all

essential organic divisions

and aboral pole, its bilateral
integument, its contractile
surface,
its
sensory

its
its

and inducof the same."

expansion

saturation

its

specific

of

into the living substance,

interwoven

affinity

exhibited during

power

chemical

the

reality

in

is

The power

"

and disintegration."

tion

integra-

functional

its

oral

its

food-receptacle,

its

depurative organ,

— how-

all

these organic divisions necessarily result from the spe-

and unitary cycle of chemical

cific

the

tute

life

are described

Report

December

length

at

the St.

in

more

1S79, and

for

which constiThese researches
Thomas''s Hospital
The Index for
in

activities

of the living substance.

briefly,

on " Monera
The Popular Science

25, 1SS4, as well as in the articles

Problem of Life,"
September and October, 1S7S.
To the five years thus spent he added two more on
the Infusoria:, and so produced a paper which appeared
and the

in

Monthly

for

jenaische Zeitschrift fur Naturzvissenschaft,
volume xviii, and also in a separate pamphlet, under the
title of Ucbcr das Protoplasma einiger Elementar orin

the

oanismen.

There he

Infusoria with

shows how

the organization of

peculiarities can be explained

all its

as

a

higher development of the different phases of the unitary cycle of vital activities which constitutes protoplasm,

The

or the living substance.
translated, but

its

paper has never been

most interesting portion, the attack on

Darwin's theory of Pangenesis,

may

be found briefly

Mind

1SS0,

summarized in a series of
which have been reprinted as pamphlets on " The Unity
Here may also be found
of the Organic Individual."
his criticisms on the Polarigenesis of Herbert Spencer
articles

and

the

Peiigenesis

however,

holds,

of

that

in

not a

is

Montgomery

Dr.

Haeckel.

" Life

organization; but, on the contrary,

it

for

consequence of
formless

the

is

protoplasm that builds up organized forms."

Two

more years

of hard

work enabled him

to

pub-

Archiv fur die
lish, not only as an essay in
as a pamphlet
xxv,
but
gesammite Physiologic, volume
his
observations
of muscuBonn, Emil Strauss, 1SS1 ).
Muskcl-contrakLehrc
von
dcr
lar motion, entitled Zur
Pfli'iger's

(

Some

tion.

of

translated thus:

its

"As

most striking
soon as

the recent phvsiologists, that
cles

is

not essentially

exerted

in

it

different

itself

motion."

"

its

be

admit, with most of

from that of the lowest

which produces

it

is

all

solely the

the

power

The spontaneous chemical

tegration of the living substance
of

may

he protoplasm of the mus-

can he fully proved that

forms of
muscular substance
life,

I

we

passages

is

in-

the key to the secret

nourishment, growth, multiplication, resistance to

COURT.

destructive influences and capacity of persistent reaction

against stimulating impulses.
resistance displayed

of

in

It

is,

power
power

in fact, the

function, a

vital

all

which not only opposes itself to all encro.ichment from
which moreover repairs the damage caused
by such encroachments, is the fundamental peculiarity of
outside, but

—

life."

The

"

living substance

is

not an aggregate of equal
is a chem"All the phe-

molecules held together by cohesion."
ical unit

and not

"It

aggregate."

a physical

nomena

of life rest at bottom

cesses."

"The

on

chemical pro-

specific

chemical process which underlies muscular

is not one of oxydation, but one of disintegration
and reintegration." "The power of expansion is inherent in the muscular substance; and not due to any com-

activity

bustion, or other result of external
living substance treasures

itself,

as

The

"

influences."

up within

internal

wealth, the organic results of endless previous elabora-

Raised thus above the destructive ravages of

tion.

time, an

indivisible, specific

totality,

gathers the

it

life

of the past into simultaneous presence, and confronts in

ever rejuvenated wholeness the scattering and perishing
things of this world.

It is

the living substance that

is

the dead configurations of

perennially persistent, not

unfeeling matter."

This paper

is

also interesting, as demonstrating that

the muscles are not composed of

Dr.
in

Montgomery

to reply

cells,

and thus enabling

more emphatically then ever

the negative to the question he has recently taken to
"

head a pamphlet:

Are we Cell-aggregates?"

Here

he expressed (in November, 1880) his hope that
shall

be delivered from having

congregation of ever so

many

primitive lives, and shall
dignity of indivisi-

feel scientifically restored to the full

ble

autonomous

"we

to consider ourselves" a

The

personalities."

reader

who

prefers

to consider himself as a person, and not as a congrega-

would do well to read carefully not only the
pamphlet just quoted, but those on the " Unity of the
(Mind, Nos. xix and xx ).
Organic Individual."
And further evidence that we are not mere aggregates of cells acted upon from without by some
higher power may be found in the arguments in
he Popular Science Monthly, September, 1S7S, that

tion,

many

" Nature does not consist of so

matter

held

together or

mysterious agents."

"All

pushed
vital

particles of inert

by a

about

set

living substance itself, and forms an integral part of
specific nature."

"

The power

of

efficacy resides in the

of our life

wrought, not extrinsically derived."
says in an unpublished letter that "

is

Dr.

The

its

intrinsically

Montgomery

recognition and

clear demonstration of the unity of the organic individ-

ual constitutes the solid basis for
is

receiving

all

my

thinking."

he informs us "spontaneous

letters

He
from

prominent scientists expressing their adherence to my
Many
views, though with considerable caution as yet."
eminent German botanists, have recently, as he says,

—
;

:

THE OPEN
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Our Nature." Here he

found out that "the entire protoplasm of a complete
plant forms a continuous substance. What have formerly
been taken for separate, closed cells turned out to be only

of

partial partitions between different portions of the continuous protoplasm which is seen to flow in and out."
The adoption of this view, and consequent recognition

of the same,

of each plant as a single, coherent entity by Professors
Sachs and Klebs, is fully stated in the Biologisches

enough.

Cetitralblatt, for

Nov.

Kollman,

Prof.

15, 1SS4.

too,
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metamorphosis

mode

manifest

as

is

protests against

of the

unknown

which means,

everything into everything
is

"such a

riot of

implied in the convertibility of every

mode

into every other

in fact, the convertibility of

Let no one think

else.

an exaggerated statement.

Every phenomenon

The
in

reasoning

nature

is

is

this

simple

the manifes-

one and the same force. Such force-manifesare mutually convertible. Therefore, there is no

tation of
tations

of Basel, has adopted Dr. Montgomery's view of vital
motility and gives him due credit in a paper on
" Elementares Leben, " which forms a part of the great
German collection of scientific essays, edited by Vir-

phenomenon, material or mental, which is not convertiHe maintains that
ble into any other phenomenon."
"conceiving mental phenomena as modes of an all-comprising unknowable," implies transcending the limits of

chow and Holtzendorf. Most German physiologists
now ascribe the movement of muscles to their inherent

organic individuality and falling into pantheistic idealism
that feeling and brain motion are not mutually convert-

chemical properties.

ible; that

theory of the convertibility of forces, however,
involves the assertion that, as Mayer says: " The muscle

The

not itself the material by means of whose chemical
metamorphosis the mechanical effect is produced," but
" only a machine through whose instrumentality is
brought about the transformation of force," namely of
Dr. Montgomery has been
heat into muscular power.

is

—

accordingly forced to oppose a current scientific belief,

which Spencer expresses thus: " The law of metamorwhich holds among the physical forces, holds
These
equally between them and the mental forces.
heat,
motion,
we
call
the
unknowable
which
modes of

phosis,

light,

chemical

into each other

able

which

affinity,

and into

we

thought, these
directly

in

etc.,

are

alike

those modes of

distinguish
their turn

retransformable

into

{First Principles, sec. 71).

as

the

unknow-

sensation,

being
the

The

transformable

directly

original

emotion,
or

in-

shapes."

inconsistency of the

theory of the convertibility of forces with the fact of

phenomena, has been urged by
Dr. Montgomery, not only in the Popular Science
Monthly, September and October, 1S7S, but also in a
lecture published in The Index for August 27, 1SS5,
previously read before the Concord School of Philosophy " Is Pantheism the Legitimate Outcome of
Modern Science ?" J and more exhaustively in five
articles, which appeared October, November and December of the same year in The Index, on " The Dual Aspect

the stability of natural

—

Dr. Montgomery's paper, read before the Concord School of
last summer was regarded by many as the ablest essay
the session. It was extravagantly praised by some and criti%

Philosophy

of
cized by others.
writer in the Congregationalist wrote
"An elaborate paper from Dr. Montgomery, on The Platonic
Idea and Vital Organization, was in some points the most distinctive one of the year, an altogether new and fresh line of thought
being opened up by it. The writer, though owning a name unfamiliar to the popular ear, is one of the ablest of living physiologists.
He .believes that the present aggregative theory of life
is incorrect, and utterly at variance with any true theory of evolu-

A

to exhaustive experiment in demonstraUnluckily, his English is so German, and
German of the most complicated and bewildering nature, that the
bristling undergrowth must be cleared away before one can fully
realize the beauty and power of his presentation.
tion,

and has given years

our present existence is "not in the least phenomenal," but a part of "the utmost reality of life;''
that this reality is larger and much more permanent than
consciousness; that "our mental presence constitutes in
itself the symbolical though practically reliable representation of the very powers of- nature by which it is
produced ;" that " mind is an organic product," and that

"our veritable nature is a permanent non-mental entity,
of which our mental phenomena are an ever renewed
afflux."

The Scientific Bases of Religious
by special request for the last convention of the Free Religious Association, and printed
1SS6, the Doctor says:
in the Index of May 27,
"Our own being, from the very dawn of living existIn his address on "

Intuition," written

ence, has been fashioned to the core, in ceaseless interaction with the

powers

We

are individually something,

ourselves

only in relation to

that constitute the outer world.

the world

some one,
which we are living.

in

there is not a single part of our body,
minutest textures, that is not corresponding
" And our mind, in its widest
to some outside relation."
sweep and its highest flight, has clearly no other normal

Very

visibly,

down

to

its

than

function

the conscious

tions to outside nature.

of

realization

Only

—

to us

human

our

rela-

beings

our own kind, those most intricate,
highly elaborated and refined relations making up our
social life and culture, have assumed pre-eminent im-

the relations to

portance in our mental existence.

medium,

The

in

They

are in the real

which we humanly and morally

live."

following lines appeared in the Boston Record:

OUT-PLATOING THE PLATONISTS.
A Texan has floored the Concord crowd,
Sing high! and sing ho! for the great southwest;

He sent 'em a paper to read aloud,
And 'twas done up in style by one

of their best.

The Texan he loaded his biggest gun
With all the wise words he ever had

seen,

And he fired at long range with death-grim fun,
And slew all the sages with his machine.
He muddled the muddlers with brain-cracking lore,
He went in so deep tnat his followers were drowned,
But he swam out himself to the telluric shore,
And crowed in his glee o'er the earthlings around.
ENVOY.

tions of his theory.

Oh Plato, dear Plato, come back from the past!
And we'll forgive all that you e'er did to vex us
If you'll only

And whisk

arrange for a colony vast
these philosophers all off to Texas.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Let us then build

the Editors:

The very interesting articles in numbers one and two of The
Open Court, by Messrs. Davidson's and Jappe, have awakened

me

word on the subject, it" you will be so kind
your splendid journal.
The subject is one which is nearest my heart and embodies
the fondest hopes of my life.
The ideas advanced in botli articles
are, on the whole, splendid.
Yet I feel that the writers' conceptions are hardly broad enough and the great central idea underlyin

a desire to say a

as to grant

me

a small space in

ing the subject has been overlooked.

In the consideration of this

subject free-thinkers should ask themselves what are the objects
a tree-thought institution of learning.

of

Davidson " is mistaken
do much good it

will

;

Mr. Jappe says Mr-

he believes that a free-thought college

if

not

is

colleges that the

the

in

mind

is

become a title which all will be proud to wear. Justice will be
meted out for the glorious work it has done, orthodoxy will lose
its hold upon the world, our public schools will become
purified
and there will be no need for free-thought lyceums to make freethinkers of our bovs and

this

were

all,

make

to

doing
rounding them.
leges are

free-thinkers of our boys and girls?

would indeed be

there
this

in

little

spite of the

If

All our col-

gained.

superstitious influence sur-

What is it, above all other things, that is needed to secure the
most rapid advance of the cause of free-thought ? Is our greatest
need an institution or organization, whether it be college or lyceum,
that will send forth from its doors avowed and agressive freethinkers as the above statement would indicate

The most
to

imperative duty

now

resting

upon

us,

I

?

is

answer

not so

no.

much

guard the youth of our land against the poisonous influence of

superstition,

as to enlist into the

Do

active service of free-thought

men and women

the thousands of

already free from

its

taint.

and there will be no need to warn the young and growing minds against the snares of orthodoxy.
The comparative
weakness of the cause of free-thought is not due to a weakness in
the
are

this,

number of free-thinkers. Three-fourths of our people to-day
either avowed free-thinkers or silent rejecters of othodox\.

The orthodox element
ity.

And

of this country form a very small majoryet orthodoxy, the great stumbling block in the path

permeates every vestige of our progressive civilization
and holds the seat of highest honor, while free-thought, the

ol progress,

embodiment of

all

that

is

progressive, crouches before the tvrant,

a trembling slave.

Think of the thousands of free-thinkers who,
while looking upon the Christian system as a mass of superstition,

deem

it

Mere

is

policy

to

remain

the key-note.

What

silent.

Superstition

is the cause of this ?
wears the silken garb and

jeweled signet of honor and respect, free-thought is covered with
the slimy robe of approbrium and looked upon in contumely and
scorn.

Whence

this

state of affairs

thoroughly organized, free-thought

You

?

answer, the church

True, and
what lies the chief strength of this great organization, without
which orthodoxy would not dare to face the all-searching criticism of the nineteenth century civilization f
There can be but
one answer.
It is the vast system of colleges and universities
is

is

unorganized.

in

that are dedicated to the

cause of superstition. Give us a few
good free-thought colleges and the cause of free-thought will
command the respect of the world and, indeed, this should be
the profoundest of reasons for establishing them. This is a practical age.
The world demands of every system the fruits of its
workings. When asked what free-thought has done for mankind, we proudly turn, and truly too, and point to our magnificent
educational system, but the church says, not so, this is the child
of Christianity.
And, by the way, when we think of the old
adage, possession is nine points in law, we feel like dropping our
;

claim.

Until the

girls.

name

free-thinker

is

respected and honored by the mass of humanity equally with the

name

Christian, our lecturers, our press, our writers, our lyceums,

our thousands of earnest workers
can avail but

little.

in

the

To accomplish

this

world something tangible, something to

armv of free-thought,
we must offer to the
which we can point as

the glory of free-thought, something to

no claim.

Pre-eminently

this

which orthodoxy can lay
something is a free-thought insti-

tution of learning and this should be our chief object in establish-

M. D. Leahy.

ing one

framed, as far as the feeling of fear and hope, of reverence and
esteem, are concerned."
Is, then, the
highest object of a free-

thought college

honor and glory of our cause a few

that

will stand alike the ravages of
time and the batteries of superstition. Let us establish a few freethought colleges and universities.
Then will free-thought

FREE-THOUGHT EDUCATION.
To

to the

monuments

imperishable

BOSTON CORRESPONDENCE.
To

///<

Editors:

In these days of rapid transit, when places as distant from
each other as Boston and Chicago are brought near together and
communications between them are exchanged in a few hours,

commingling influences tend to obliterate their local
and give to them common resemblances and affinities,
it
becomes less difficult to be reconciled to the removal of
The Index to the more favorable soil of the West, than it
would be if these considerations were wanting; though one may
deplore the exigency which seems to render it expedient, or miss
in the metempsychosis the familiar aspect and featuresof its pre-

and

their

peculiarities

existence.
It is

Boston

true
is

we who dwell at
home

the natural

the

of

"hub"
all

where alone they can healthfully
eminate.

And

world knows,

to

there has been

are disposed to feel that

progressive things, the spot

thrive,

much

in

nurture this pursuasion.

and whence hopefully
its

history, as all the

It is

not strange, there-

happy auguries that accompanied it, that we witnessed the departure of what we had been accustomed to regard
as peculiarly our own and possessing a certain indigenous relafore, despite the

some sense our oracle, (if it is lawful for
have one), at least with special endearment and pride,
to the care of other hands and to what we are apt to consider a less
genial intellectual clime with feelings that were not wholly comBut all things change in this changing world. The
placent.
Boston of to day, it must be confessed with humiliation, is not the
Boston it was once. Nor is the Chicago of to-day, it is safe to
assert, I think, exactly the Chicago of twenty years ago, in respect to much which then marked the difference between the Eastern and the Western city, and especially that was incident to the
latter's immaturity, rapid growth and the prevailing influence of
material pursuits.
A leveling process has been going on during
these years which has largely reduced the inequalities that they
bore in relation to each other. It may seem almost disloyal to
write it, but there are some signs that while Chicago has increased
Boston has decreased in important particulars. Indeed there are
those who boldly intimate, not in Boston of course, that it has
lost the literary prominence it so long maintained, that New York
tion to this locality, in

radicals to

It must also be admitted
no longer to be counted an insignificant competiCertain it is that those who
tor in the pursuit of such honors.
occupy the high places of power in our city at present and exercise a prominent, if not a controlling authority and influence in
its educational and public affairs, and give the tone in no small
degree to its social life, are as a rule of other than New England
birth, and of quite a different type from those who presided in

has already appropriated the distinction.
that Chicago

is

THE OPEN COURT.
former days over

interests,

its

genuine social culture,
professions,

its

its

when Boston was famous for its
names in literature and the

illustrious

philanthropic spirit and independent thinking.

all

neighborhood and
and readers of The Index,
regret at its decease and a deep sense of deprivaof its accustomed weekly visits. Its record has

good wishes

wherever

a feeling of real
tion

been

at the loss

the friends

No

noble one.

in all respects a

journal has surpassed

vigor of thought or critical ability or crowded
fullv

circumstance
at

in

columns more

week with matter worthy of the attention of
It is a fortunate
truth-seeking, free minded people.

from week

earnest,

its

it

to

connection with the

in

Chicago, that

editors

its

come

new

journalistic enterprise

to their

charge with

the

all

advantages of several years' experience in the same relation to its
predicessor; and hence have an intimate acquaintance with the
constituency for which they are to fill the office of purveyors.

Both the editor

in chief

land origin and

life

West

the former does not go to the

business for

vears to

New Eng-

and his capable assistant are of

long associations, but while this
as a stranger.

and lecture

travel

all

over

the case,

is

It

was

his

Probably

it.

no one who is personally better known to the liberals ot
whose voice has been heard in so many places or
before a greater number of liberal gatherings, like one of old crythe wilderness in his day of modern errors
ing in the wilderness
there

is

the country

—

—

preparing the way for the coming of a higher
and superstition
righteousness and reason. It is thus that the editors of this new
organ of liberalism are to assume the trust assigned them with
eminent qualifications adequately to appreciate and sympathize
with the characteristics and peculiarities of East and West alike.
It seems, therefore, as though nothing remains, but for earnest
liberals of both sections, in fact everywhere, to give the new
enterprise their cordial and helpful support.
say, to

The Open Court, may

it

live

All hail

!

then,

we

long and prosper.

We

come and gone.

The

pass to other matters.

The two Sams, Small and
event
to the
I

may

orthodox world

in this vicinity

and the public

it

in

has been
general.

zn'di, via, can hardly be written of their visit.
unmistakable signs that Boston is not saved, after

fear that vent,

There are
all

Jones, have

not be one of great interest to liberals, but

still

the nine days' sensation of their preaching.

The course of

things does not appear to have changed, but to

all outward disdo not hear of less arrests at the
station houses.
The liquor traffic seems as flourishing as ever. I
do not believe anyone can point to a single saloon, after all
this tremendous charge upon satanic strong holds, that has been
closed. The number of the poor wretches who stagger through the
streets has not apparently diminished.
Teamsters and herdic
drivers are no gentler, so far as I can see, in their manners, nor
do they swear less vigorously at each other upon slight provocations.
What is the good of all this turmoil and pow-wow if
simply those who are tolerably decent and respectable already,
from whom the community has little if anything to fear, are the
chief conversions?
The sceptical, in view of these things, cannot
refrain from the question, whether, if the same amount of zeal and
money had been spent in labors to alleviate the actual misery
which always exists in all great cities like ours, and especially at
this season, it might not have been a work as urgent and important as efforts so largely influenced by media; val views of the
misery of another and future state of existence. And yet it
must be confessed that, for those on certain planes of life, there is
a power in this old theology and its methods which more enlightened conceptions and processes do not possess, a power to lift
them up, perchance, a little higher in the scale of being. Unfor-

cernment proceeds as before.

tunately, this lifting process

repeated in

some

I

is

one that has

to be pretty often

instances, and the attitude attained

is

not even

Other evangelists,

one.

it is

announced,

work.

In

fact,

it

looks as

if

Boston was about

to

undergo

a

seige from these invaders.

This

for its successor, in this

among

has gone,

it

commanding

are to follow those just mentioned, indeed have already begun
their

Nevertheless, there will be for a considerable time to come,

with

then a very
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to

is

one way of trying

am more

disposed to believe

a plan as that proposed for
S.

to

make

the world better, of seeking

reclaim the wicked and degraded of our

Hale

at a recent

city,

but

I

confess

1

worth of the results of such
our North End wards by Hon. George
in the

meeting of the Unitarian club.

It

to pro

is

vide a simple and spacious building in that part of the city,

which
and the poorer classes of people,
which shall contain "a coffee house or restaurant for uninjurious
refreshments; a regulated pawnbroker's shop where the poor and
needy may obtain loans, without extortion, on their humble securities; an attractive hall where, for a moderate price, simple and
is

chiefly occupied by foreigners

innocent amusements

tempt those

may

week

be offered freely during the

to

reach from those

dangerous and
vulgar ;and where there may be temperance meetings and others
for open and friendly discussions of political and social questions,
popular lectures and classes, athletic exercises, rooms for games
of billiards, draughts, dominoes, bagatelle, for smoking and reading, for friendly societies, and on Sunday for religious services
with music and choir, not limited to any sect or faith w here the
Knights of Labor, the members of trades Unions and their
employers may meet for friendly discussion and conference.
I
would throw open these rooms and halls," said the essayest, "to
every man of orderly speech and life who, in honesty, felt he had
a mission to the rich and poor
I
would not inquire into his
theology or his political and social orthodox v, but I would 'hear
his cry.'"
This is the liberal "plan of salvation " for the sinning
and "poor and needy." Its practical character is too obvious to
need commendation.
The epidemic of strikes, so prevalent throughout the country
nowadays, and of which this part, it would seem, had hitherto had
its share, has been especially violent ol late in this city.
The
outbreak began this time, with the strike ot the conductors and
it

is

desired to

;

'

—

drivers of the South Boston horse railroad

company. This was
by a general strike on all the lines of
the Cambridge roads connecting with the city, thus throwing
followed a few day

several hundred
liability to

later,

unemployed men

into the streets, with

all

the

turbulence and danger to the public which such a state

As both roads run through sections occupied
by the worst class of our people, acts of violence and lawlessness have attended the running of the cars in these localities,
especially at night and on Sundays, to a very alarming extent
and have made policemen's duties along the route something
of things engenders.

more than

a sinecure or idle pastime.

The

substitutes, or

"scab"

conductors and drivers have been subjected to continual annoyances on their trips from the beginning to the end, and have held

most exasperating and deadlv perils.
some of them fiercely assaulted and
knocked from their cars, and have met with severe bodilv injuries,
while brickbats and paving stones, hurled through the windows
of the cars, have rendered the experiences of those inside more
exciting than agreeable.
After a number of weeks of this state
of things in our good city of Boston, the strikers on the
Cambridge roads voted to give up the strike, and those on
the South Boston road soon followed their example.
What
is the lesson?
The companies have been very much embarrassed
in their business, and the community in general in its interest
and convenience.
The men, too, have lost much. Perhaps in
proportion to their means more than all others. They have
been for weeks unemployed, with loss of wages, living on previous earnings, or incurring debts, while both they and their
families have suffered much privation.
The question arises in
view of these events, whether there is not some more excellent
their places in the face of

They have been hooted

at,

—

I
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way than

way

the

of the strike for the

workingman

establish equitable or satisfactory relations

to

adopt to

between him and

his

employer and obtain the rights which belong to his labor.
Here in Massachusetts there still linger, as is well known,

many

of the vestiges of the code of the Puritans in our statutes,

and especially in regard to the observance of Sunday. There has
been a good deal of radical and legislative powder and dynamite
of a verbal sort expended first and last to get rid of them, but with
little more effect than a like assault upon the rock of Gibralter.
Within the last year there has been a strenuous effort to put these
existing Sunday laws in force. What is the use, we may presume
our astute or pious legislators reasoned, to have Sunday laws and
make no use of them? So the edict went forth in many places
that the barbers and bakers, druggists and news venders, and all
who did business on the " Lord's day " should henceforth cease
from these occupations on that day. The surest way of getting
rid of obnoxious laws, it is often said, is to try to enforce them.
The saying seems to be verified in this instance. The subject has
already occupied

much

of the attention of the present session of

our legislature and is not yet disposed of. Different bills have
been presented and discussed, each prepared with the intent of
satisfying, so far as possible, the orthodox conscience and intolerance on the one hand and the necessities of our modern life
task
and the growth of rational intelligence on the other.
that is not altogether an easy one.

A

There seems some prospect that Boston may soon follow the
lead of some of the cities of the country, Chicago among the rest,
I believe, in providing police stations with matrons to have
charge of women under arrest at these places. The matter is
eliciting much public interest and is warmly endorsed by the
governor, the mayor and many of our leading citizens and philanthropists.

It

hardly creditible to

is

Boston, in view of the

which this custom exists, that it should have
waited so long before waking up to an act of so simple and

number of

cities in

obvious humanity.

Boston abounds in clubs. Their growth has been very rapid
last few years, and the number continually increases.
We have women's clubs and men's clubs, church clubs and political clubs, college clubs, musical clubs, art clubs, literary clubs,
schoolmasters' clubs, business and trade clubs, and often a number
of any single one of these varieties. Indeed, the remark has been
made that it is likely to be a distinction in Boston by and by for
Among these numerous and
a person not to belong to a club.
within the

various clubs

it

may

be of interest to

possess a distinct representation.

The

know

that liberals also

Liberal Union club has

been some three or four years in existence. It has a membership of a hundred or thereabouts of liberals distinguished for
The president is Mr. Francis E.
character and intelligence.
Abbott, the projector of The Index, and for many years its brave

and brilliant
each month

editor.

The meetings occur on

the last Saturday of

Young's Hotel, the favorite resort of such gatherings, whose elegance of accommodation, appointments and service, and artistic culinary skill is not surpassed by any simiThe programme on
lar establishment probably in the country.
these occasions consists of a supper, which is pretty sure of appreciation at least, whatever may be the fate of its other parts, and
an essay, with addresses, with some musical or other entertaining
at

exercises interspersed at fitting points in the course of the evening.
its

of the club was a red-letter night in
was distinguished as " ladies' night," a new dethe club.
In other words the members were expected

The February meeting

history.

parture for

It

with them, one each at least, as guests of the evenThe proposition was received with favor. It gave the
ing.
members an opportunity to show their wives and daughters, or

to bring ladies

some one's

wives and daughters, as the case might be, how
were passed at the club meetings. The attendance

else

their evenings

on this occasion was between sixty and seventy. Miss Mary F. „
Eastman, the essayist of the evening, spoke on "Our Duty to
Speak our Utmost Thought;" the paper was vivacious and pleas-'
ing and not too heavy for an after dinner exercise. Miss Eastman
was followed by the venerable Mrs. E. D. Cheney, who, with a
few appropriate words, beamed her motherly benediction on the
occasion. Mr. W. L. Garrison, in easy flowing verse, gave expression to some of his " utmost thoughts." One was, ladies
should also be members of the club, and another, that wine and
cigars should be excluded.
Here endeth the first letter, and too
long a one, I fear, of your Boston correspondent.
Clayton.

HOW SUNDAY LAWS ARE MANUFACTURED.
To

Boston, March

the Editors:

The

17, 1S80.

recent debate of two hours in the Massachusetts House

how such laws are made,
The speakers cared little for
agreed in their desire to come up fully

of Representatives showed me, not only

how

but

they can be amended.

abstract principles; but

all

and to whatever the people
There is good reason to believe that the laws against Sunday travel and Saturday evening amusements will be repealed,
and also that the business now done illegally on "the Lord's day"
by milkmen, newsboys, barbers, bakers, telegraph operators, gasmen, stablemen, druggists, horse-car people, printers, and other
to the standard of public opinion,

asked.

indispensible criminals, will be legalized by special exceptions to

the general prohibition of business and labor.
tion

how

far these kinds

special hours,

It is still

a ques-

of Sabbath-breaking are to be limited

and whether people

who keep

to

the real Bible Sab-

bath every Saturday, are to be permitted to open their shops and

expose their wares

for sale.

It

should be remembered, that

in all

other respects they have been allowed to labor and do business
for the last fifty years, and that the request to be allowed to show
goods publicly, as well as to sell them privately, does not appear
to come from the most enlightened members of the body.
The
most important difference is about amusement, some members
calling for total abolition of what they stigmatize as the blue laws,
while others oppose letting of boats, etc., and insist that nothing

more

One

should be permitted than a concert of sacred music.

lively

Solon, professing to speak from a purely humanitarian point

"The Sabbath

of view, said:

Sabbath; and for

on Sunday."
the poor.

House

Our

is

is

made

for

man, not man

Others protested for amusements
whatever disagreement there

Still,

due

for the

reason there ought not to be any recreation

this

to the different habits prevailing

in the
is

in

among

name

of

the State
the people.

what has already been decided
by public opinion, but they are not likely to go any further in
legislators all

wish

to ratify

reform.

Whatever

is

done

in repealing the

laws against Sunday

or particular kinds of business, or Saturday evening

travel,

amusements

done not to open agitation but to the quiet agreement of
whole community to treat all this part of our legislation as
null and void.
I remember when our theatres used to announce
that they would give performances Saturday evening, in order to
Here in Massachusetts a statute has to be tried and
test the law.
will be

the

it can
be repealed. Our legislators say
prove that the law against Sunday amusements cannot be enforced, we are willing to alter it; but so long
as the community submits contentedly, we see no occasion to
interfere." For those of us that think, as I do, that more freedom
in Sunday recreation is necessary for the health and good
behavior of our people, especially the poor, our duty is plain and

found wanting, before
plainly:

urgent.

" If

It is

you

will

'ork.
not preaching but example that will do the work.

H.
no death for a word once spoken?
Was never a deed but left its token?
Do the elements subtle reflections give?
Do pictures of all the ages live
On Nature's infinite negative? Whlttier.
Is there, then,

!

THE OPEN
DEATH

THE CAGE.

IN

COURT.

such theists as

in

Diman and Hamilton

at

their word,

when they

our duty to push the first cause as far back
say, it is
the final
as possible." They have given one final push, and lo,
a simple
to-day
stands
contest
the
so
found;
be
not
to
cause is
Mivart,
one between those who assert with Newman, Diman,
» We believe in One who is apart from, and above Nature, the
" evidently

BY GEORGE WENTZ.
In China old, in any city street.

You

may

still

see

what

Yet scarce gives pause

stirs

your noble rage.

any passing feet—

to

A man within a cage

cause, etc.," and those

who

find

in the manifest substantial uni-

Bishop Foster's idea of creation is pro"The
bably very nearly the common theistic view, when he says,
means
adequate
with
occupancy,
man's
for
up
fitted
world was
Supplements!
inherent, or supplemented, to meet all his needs."
verse all of causality.

A narrow, upright box,
That on

Hung by
From

And

his

so cunning

made

head atop the sun doth pour;

his

jaws he lacketh much of aid

toes that touch

its floor.

there attached a scroll that bears his name,

His age and race and occupation late,
His sentence— death— and what he did to shame

The laws of sovreign

And

state.

:

To him who, softened at the heart, should think,
However great the culprits' need might seem,
give him meat or drink.
there he hangs, and

And

moans and shrieketh

Tomorrow, as
But not

And
The

The

when

day comes; his need

he

is

is

broke,

too intense the strain.
is

looked, not spoke,

past his pain.

air is still;

no living sound near by,

Save where the crowd a

little

space

away

And

dead! one

is

life

the less

is

nought

In all the millions that survive in pain;

"When man

is

Of how he

Now he is

valueless, the thought

dies

is

vain.

dead write China's thousand years

Beside this woful picture here apart:

A^e may

adorn; but

Gray head

unloved appears
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The readers

of

The Open Court

FITTEST."

will, I

am

sure, be grateful for

having their attention called to a book just from the press of

by our
hesitate
to
not
do
ablest American
say that, since Darwin and Wallace, no investigation has been
more important or more ably conducted than that embodied in

Appleton

&

Co., entitled

biologist,

The

Origin

the Fittest,

of

E. D. Cope.

I

book; and that since Spencer and Lewes no generizations
have been so profound and wonderful. Difficult as the work of the
earlier evolutionists was, that of this later or second school is no
Darwin assumed, or allowed to rest, the conception of a
less so.

this

He
Creator, only dispensing with the idea of special creations.
distinctly avowed the view of a single primal creation, in which,
was the full potency of self-evolving purposiveness
This complete "Natura" needed no
manifested in evolution.
after-meddlings or supplements, or extra natural miracles. But
later evolutionists are quite of a different mind. They have taken

inherent,

argument

is

everywhere underlaid with

this pre-

final
sumption, or rather demonstration; for I take it that what a
insists on
reduction of the universe in the crucible of analysis
giving us, that we must take as demonstrably certain.
So the problem is carried inimensly back of Darwinism. The
"
" Archa:sthetism," I believe
essays entitled " Catagenesis and
attempts in metaphysito be the two most remarkable and able
accompanying essay,
the
possibly
cal evolution extant, excepting
To give a review of
entitled "Consciousness in Evolution."
and the
such articles would be only to repeat or epitomize them,

conattempt would be futile, as the essays are exceedingly
of
conclusions
final
the
of
one
suggest
I will simply
centrated.
be
Archresthetism. The question arises whether there may not
form of matter
in and throughout the universe some generalized
our
which can sustain consciousness; for clearly, so far as
protowith
only
associated
is
consciousness
investigation goes,
latter

that hath no heart!

BOOK
"

how

The
not cover the universe as it is, nor as it was primordially.
a purand
sensibility
a
manifests
man,
with
rhizopod, equally
purely
posive desire that is not included in the energy that is
Lilly,
Mr.
with
logic
of
passage
late
in
his
Huxley,
material.
there is nothing in
says, "The main tenet of materialism is, that
phenomena of
the universe but matter and force, and that all the
assignnature are explicable by deduction from the properties
Prodisbelieve."
heartily
this
I
all
factors;
these two
fessor Cope's

seats to see a play.

he

is

descriptive quality of the later evoluthat matter and force alone do

the acknowledgement

able to

Strives eagerly, beneath his glazing eye,

For

?

The one emphatic and
tionism

for aye; quick nature's chord

third

involves: consciousness,
life, and of that which life
and force are the primal trinity which must be
In other
Are they derivatives or primatives?
accounted for.
there a
words, are they the constitutive eternal elements? or is
matcreates
either
who
Nature,
from
apart
God, a Being
force his own
ter and force or imparts to eternal matter and

of

matter

still

to-day.

heart-strings snap

And

It

sentience

then grows faint; hut no less pleadeth

And

shrill.

way,

In supplication as you pass his

work

word!"

origin

also this the penalty extreme

To

"I thank thee for that
of an all-wise Creator!
reminds me of an "Appendix" I saw carved to
an epitaph on a tombstone in a Western cemetery.
Fittest" is fully comI need not say that "The Origin of the
It
does not hesitate to
evolution.
broader
later
and
mitted to the
for the
go back of the " beginnings " of life on our globe and seek

to the

plasm that is, with a certain specific chemical union of carbon,
By a course of able reasoning
hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen.
we are°led to this conclusion. "The presumption is that such a
;

Evolution or organization has
form of matter may well exist.
world."
only worked up part of its raw material in the organic
magnifithis
of
pages
readers
your
before
I wish I could spread
powerful
cent generalization. I must not undertake it. Equally

handling of catagenesis, or retrogressive evolution. The
or sentience, or senis to account for that consciousness,
characterizes
which
it,
terms
Lewes
as
sibility, or "feeling,"

is

his

problem

primordial

life,

when

the

vegetable
also

kingdom

in reality

Gray argues

now

that

it

common

life

divergently becomes on

What does the
other vegetable.
do with this property of sentience, or is it
Prof. Asa
a sentient part of the world?

the one side animal, on

is

the

sentient.

The

discussion by Prof.

clears the subject of a host of misapprehensions.

Cope

The key of it

—

——

:
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is

that energy, as soon as

becomes automatic

it

is

no longer con-

"

parleyings" give one the impression that Browning has sum-

The vegetable kingdom is a display of automatic energy.
The animal kingdom is also full of automatism in the form of

the vasty deep" or some similar place, the restless
ghosts of these " people of importance " to whom he deals out in

reflex action or instinct, but

his

scious.

is

also largely conscious.

Carrying back these general conclusions we reach the final
conclusion that mind and matter are no more to be conceived as
separable in the universal than in the individual. The individual
as such is not dual, but una], a substantiality.
So, of the universal, it can be conceived onlv as a One, absolute, involving
both matter and mind.

"The Origin
and

Fittest"

equally valuable as a discus-

is

Prof.

It is to

Cope we owe the gener-

connected
Colorado and throughout the
West.
In 1S74 he foretold that the ancestors of a large group
of Tertiary Mammals when found would prove to be pentatadactyle, plantigrade bunodont; that is a five-toed walker on the
sole of the foot unlike our ruminants, and possessed of tubercular
molar teeth. In 1881 the prophecy was fulfilled. The genus, so
to

with the enormous

known of
group is known
far best

dylarthra
the

lines,

group
ox,

fossil finds

investigations,

in

this division,

is

Converging in this contraceable backward by nearly complete

are

camel,

wolf,

tiger,

lion,

hippopotamus,

hog,

bear;

lemur tribe. To this lemur tribe, as a
apes and men are now traceable.
Before

horse;

above

but,

common

all,

the
the

— but

there

are

by all,
we quote sparingly from
prologue arguing with
verse, appreciable

most of the poems, in proof whereof
much that invites. Says Apollo, in the

revealed the story of the

"

Francis Furini"

we

scope of scientific investigation

take this recognition of the wide
:

" Science takes thereto

Encourages the meanest who has racked
Nature until he gains from her some fact,
To state what truth is from his point of view,
Mere pin-point though it be. Since many such
Conduce to make a whole, she bids our friend
Come forward unabashed and haply lend
tits little life-experience to

same poem Browning puts into definite form a queswhich has doubtless arisen in the minds of many thinkers
who have hesitated over the dubious word
In the

tion

"

A

By

Robert ISroivning. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin

pp. 187.

iV Co.,

Browning apparently intended gently to " point a moral " by
title of this latest work of his pen, that moral being the evanescent nature of certain sorts of fame, for none of his " people of
importance
will

in their

day" excepting Fust, the inventor of printing,

be readily recognized by the general readers of this; they are

Bernard de Mandeville,
faith

in the

a

venal

good and true

in

writer

human

who had no

perceptible

nature; Daniel Bartoli,

a chronicler of pious legends; Christopher Smart,

whose only

"smartness" or perhaps inspiration was shown by a poem
scratched by him on the walls of a mad-house where he was confined because of insanity; George Budd Doddington, whose

scheming secured him a title; Francis Furini, an
artist whose specialty was as a painter of the nude human form
Gerard de Lairesse, an artist who, losing his sight, was yet so
superficial

;

enthusiastic over his calling that he dictated a
it,

work in eulogy ol
and Charles Avison, a composer of simple marches. These

— accept

fits

shall not slip

'

'

—

In

poem

this

'

the theorv of evolution

is

find

from the
though uniquely.

criticised

poet's peculiar point of view, strongly, of course,

OPINIONS OF THE OPEN COURT.
The Court

opens gloriously and

tions within its jurisdiction in the

hope

I

it

will

examine and decide

same masterly way The Index

all

did.

ques-

— Peed

Beck, Boston.
Index.
In
its

the

'

and fixes, so that still
word's fetter, and remain
Innominate as first, yet, free again
Is no less recognized the absolute
Fact underlying that same other fact
Concerning which no cavil can dispute
Our nomenclature when we call it Mind
Something not Matter 'Sou! who seeks shall
Distinct beneath that something."
In word-use,

Thing

18S7;

Price $1.25.

Soul

'

word which vaguely names what no adept

The Open Court more

Their Day.

much

our

Of modern knowledge."

!

in

of

—

From

five millions of

Parleyings With People of Importance

life

" 'Tis man's to explore
and down, inch by inch, with the taper his reason:
No torch, it suffices— held deftly and straight.
Eyes, purblind at first, feel their way in due season,
Accept good with bad, till unseemly debate
Turns concord, despair, acquiescence in fate."

last

years with an accurracy, that twenty years ago,
seemed an absolute impossibility. The Tertiarv Mammals are in
reality one family, moving out on diverging lines from one ancestral type to become the carnivorous and herbivorous occupants of the globe. Of all these man stands most closely to the
original type.
He is plantigrade and pentadactyle. The horse,
the ox and all the other genera of this stock are in structure, not
only more divergent from the ancestral type, but completer in
the organic sense, in bone, and muscle and sinew.
Fortunately
our group made a blunt stop in the way of polishing bones and
toughening sinews and put all its energy to brain-building, and
on that line, and for that reason, behold man
But I must leave
Prof. Cope to speak for himself.
E. D. Powell.

Fates for the

remorseless

the

•

West has

cameo-like, robust bits of

clear-cut,

in

Up

as the

geological basin of the

of way,

Admetus:

biology

all other synthetical results stand unicified.
it
I look on
most supurb triumph of science of the last twenty-five
years.
The article which most explicitly recounts this progress
of generalization was published in The Popular Science Monthly
of September, 1885.
But the general results are contained in the
volume I have named, "The Origin of the Fittest."
The great

sort

—

work of anatomical

this

" 1-know-it-all "

and

To the commonplace reader, the strongest and clearest poems of the book are
those which open and close the volume, the prologue entitled
" Apollo and
the Fates," and the epilogue " Fust and His

also

ancestor,

vague

inimitably

improbable) lessons from their lives and works.

called the phenocodus, but the

condylarthra.

as

deer,

carniverous

the

large extent the

a

own

master-like philosophical deductions from possible (though rather

Friends",

of the

sion of organic evolution.
alizations,

moned "from

— Mrs. Mary

than

Gunning,

bodv and dress

it

tills

the

gap

left

exceeds what

I

And

I,

There

had expected.

face and a free intelligence gleaming through

once an allurement.
H. L. TraUBUL.

by the suspension of The

Florida.

its

is

a beauty about

matter which becomes at

of course, wish you speed and lasting possibilities.

—

The Open Court

opens splendidly.

are very rich and suggestive.

The Open Court

The articles

I

have been able

tu

read

Ciias. D. B. Mills.

am more

than pleased with its appearance and
cannot he overpraised and one which deserves
more than prnise—finanrial suppo f.— Harry Hoover, Pittsburgh, Pa.

contents.

It is

received.

The Open Court
pends,

I

think,

I

a publication tha

upon

its

looks well, reads well, promises well.

being a journal.

It

and give the news of " the movement."
success.
I

have

just read

gratulate you on
issued

may

its

through the third number of The

excellence.

It

seems

to

Its

success de-

must grapple with passing events
Essays may help, but cannot give
James Parton.

me

be compared as good, better, best.

Open Court, and

con-

numbers thus
Rowland Connor.

that the three

far

" The Court," Open Court, is a most admirable and fortunate title. Everybody smiles when shown it, and some have pleasant remarks concerning it.
" Yes, yes," said one gentleman,
likes this " judicial title."
Judge
"that's what we need — an 'open court I' I suppose you will give a fellow a
chance to jaw back?"
G. P. Deleplaine, Madison, Wis.

